Planning Commission Report
Planning Commission Meeting: June 19, 2019
Agenda Item: 9-C
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Roxanne Tanemori, AICP, Acting City Planning Division Manager

Subject:

Preliminary discussion of the R1 (Single-Unit Residential) zoning district
development standards update.

Recommended Action
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission discuss the R1 development
standards update and provide direction to staff on potential modifications to the R1
development standards in advance of making a formal recommendation to the City
Council at a future date.
Executive Summary
A key purpose of the R1 Single-Unit Residential zoning district is to ensure that the
scale and design of new development and alterations to existing structures are
consistent with the scale, mass, and character of the existing residential neighborhood.
Numerous neighborhood groups and individual residents have expressed concerns
about the size and scale of recently-constructed Single-Unit Dwellings (SUDs) within the
City’s R1 districts and about the demolition and loss of older existing homes and the
resulting change in neighborhood character. Recent trends in permit activity in R1
neighborhoods have shown that new home construction is often double or triple the size
of existing homes, resulting in changes in the existing character of R1 neighborhoods.
In response to these community concerns and to ensure the character of existing R1
neighborhoods is preserved, on February 13, 2018, the City Council adopted an Interim
Zoning Ordinance (IZO) which amended portions of Santa Monica Municipal Code
(SMMC) Section 9.07.030 to temporarily revise the development standards and reduce
the sizes of residences that could be built. The City Council extended the IZO until
November 15, 2019, and directed staff to research and draft a comprehensive update to
the R1 development standards during this time.
This review and update process has included significant public engagement intended to
address and be guided by the following principles:




Re-evaluate the R1 development standards to address the size of new home
construction in relation to the existing neighborhood context and scale.
Incentivize the retention of existing homes.
Make the development standards more user-friendly.
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Throughout the R1 development standards update process to date, staff has sought the
input of a variety of constituents and a wide spectrum of those who use or are affected
by the R1 development standards including, but not limited to, property owners,
residents, neighborhood group representatives, architects, contractors, and design
professionals. The R1 development standards update process began in January 2019
with five R1 technical working group sessions held through April 2019. Following the
technical working group sessions, three community open house events were held in
May 2019 to gather additional public input. The results and feedback from this public
engagement are presented in this report.
The intent of the Commission’s discussion at this hearing is to review the public input
provided by the technical working group and the community members who participated
in the community open houses and provide feedback and direction on specific
development standards to staff. Particularly, staff is seeking Commission direction on
the following:




Development standards that most relate to building size and massing: parcel
coverage, height, setbacks, upper-story stepbacks, and upper-story outdoor
space
R1 parking standards and incentives to retain existing homes
Other R1 related development standards.

No recommendations are being made to alter the existing Zoning Ordinance standards
during this preliminary Commission discussion. Based on the direction provided by the
Commission, staff intends to return to the Commission (tentatively scheduled for July
17, 2019) with a redline draft of proposed modifications to the R1 development
standards.
Background
R1 Single-Unit Residential District
The current R1 development standards have remained fairly unchanged since select
amendments were made as part of a comprehensive update approximately 20 years
ago. The purpose of these development standards, their organization, and their
implementation have stayed relatively consistent through the recent updates to the Land
Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) and the Zoning Ordinance.
Purpose
A core principle of the City’s adopted LUCE is that the diversity and uniqueness of the
City’s residential neighborhoods are protected by a policy framework under which the
existing housing stock and character is respected, conserved, and enhanced. The
LUCE identifies retention of the existing single-unit housing stock and design standards
that allow for compatible development as important tools that promote the long-term
stability of existing R1 neighborhoods. These LUCE goals and policies are translated
into the R1 Zoning Ordinance land use regulations and development standards.
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Pursuant to Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 9.07.010, the purposes of
the “Single-Unit Residential” District include the following:






Preserve and protect the existing character and state of the City’s different
residential neighborhoods and the quality of life of City residents against potential
deleterious impacts related to development—traffic, noise, air quality, and the
encroachment of commercial activities.
Ensure adequate light, air, privacy, and open space for each dwelling.
Ensure that the scale and design of new development and alterations to existing
structures are consistent with the scale, mass, and character of the existing
residential neighborhood.
Promote the rehabilitation and long-term maintenance of existing structures.

Organization
The over 6,000 R1-zoned parcels within the City are found within four delineated,
geographic areas:
 North of Montana – the area bounded by Montana Avenue, the northern City
limits, 26th Street, and Ocean Avenue.
 North of Wilshire – the area bounded by Montana Avenue, 21st Court, Wilshire
Boulevard, and the City limits to the east.
 Expo/Pico – the area bounded by Stewart Avenue, Exposition Boulevard,
Centinela Avenue, and Pico Boulevard.
 Sunset Park – the area bounded by Lincoln Boulevard, Pico Boulevard, and the
City limits to the east and south.

The four R1 geographic areas.
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The R1 development standards listed in SMMC Section 9.07.030 (see also Attachment
A) are organized into one table that splits the development standards into a general
standard that applies throughout the R1 zoning district, unless otherwise specified, and
special varying standards that apply to development within the separate geographic
areas. The table also references subsections that follow the table that describe
additional development standards and also cross-references other sections of the
Zoning Ordinance that are applicable to the R1 district.

A portion of the R1 development standards table in SMMC Section 9.07.030 showing the formatting and
organization of the development standards.

Implementation
The implementation of several key development standards helps to define the maximum
buildable envelope and ultimately the typical building massing of new R1 development.
These development standards include setbacks, height, parcel coverage, and upperstory stepbacks as illustrated below:
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Typical R1 building massing through the implementation of current R1 development standards.

Recent R1 Building Permit Activity Prior to 2018
In a review of building permit data in the five years prior to 2018 (when the R1 Interim
Zoning Ordinance was adopted), staff found that the number of building permits issued
for new home construction remained relatively consistent. The average size of new
homes was approximately 5,000 square feet. The average parcel coverage was
approximately 55%. In looking at demolition data over the three years prior to 2018, the
City received approximately 70 applications per year. The number of demolition permits
issued regardless of when the applications were submitted remained relatively
consistent at almost 40 per year.

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Number of
Building Permits
Issued

Average New
SUD Size

Average New
Parcel Coverage

Number of
Demolition
Permits Issued

34
51
34
30
28

5,480 SF
5,386 SF
4,735 SF
4,828 SF
4,809 SF

52%
54%
55%
59%
55%

36
35
36
41
36

Table 1: Summary of Permit Activity for Single-Unit Dwellings in R1 District 2013-2017

The number of demolition permits kept pace with building permits issued for new home
construction. Based on the research of redevelopment that occurred in R1
neighborhoods over the past five years prior to 2018, the average size of new homes at
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least doubled the size of the demolished homes that they replaced. In these instances,
the parcel coverage, mass, and scale of the new home were increased compared to the
prior home.
Community Concerns
Numerous neighborhood groups and individual residents have expressed concern
about the size and scale of recently constructed Single-Unit Dwellings within the City’s
R1 districts. While this new construction generally complied with the R1 development
standards, they often significantly increased the size of the dwellings’ square footage as
compared to the existing homes they replaced. The neighborhood groups and
individuals are concerned with the impacts of new development and alterations to
existing structures that are inconsistent with the character, scale, and mass of the
existing built environment and potential impacts to neighboring residences. In addition,
concern was expressed with the demolition and loss of older existing homes and the
resulting change in neighborhood character.
R1 Interim Zoning Ordinance
In response to these community concerns, on February 13, 2018, the City Council
adopted an Interim Zoning Ordinance (IZO) which amended portions of SMMC Section
9.07.030 to revise the development standards for maximum parcel coverage, maximum
building height, additional minimum stepbacks for upper stories, limitations on
aggregate floor area for upper-story decks and balconies, and exclusion of certain
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) from parcel coverage in the R1 zoning district.
Although the IZO did not become effective until March 16, 2018, the changes were
retroactive and applied to any project application in the R1 district determined to be
complete after February 23, 2018.
On April 10, 2018, the City Council extended the IZO until November 15, 2019 and
directed staff to research and draft a comprehensive update to the R1 development
standards during this time.
What the IZO Changed
The changes to the specific R1 development standards in the IZO are detailed in the
following table:
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R1 Development Standard

Zoning Ordinance

Interim Zoning Ordinance

28’ – 35’

28’

61% (Total)
35-40% (1st story)
26-30% (2nd story)

50% (Total)
30-50% (1st story)
20% (2nd story)

Upper Story Stepback

Applies above 14’ in height

Applies to entire second story

Maximum Upper Story
Decks/Balconies

400 SF aggregate
(North of Montana only. No limits
in other R1 district.)

400 SF aggregate
(All R1 districts)

Accessory Dwelling Unit

Counts towards parcel coverage
calculations

Does not count towards parcel
coverage calculations

Maximum Building Height
Maximum Parcel Coverage
First Story
Second Story

Table 2: IZO Changes to the R1 Development Standards

IZO Implementation
Implementation of the IZO development standards resulted in reduced building massing
for a typical R1 development compared to the current Zoning Ordinance development
standards as illustrated below. However, while the overall allowable size of a residence
was decreased by the IZO, the massing appearance at the front of the residence as
visible from the public right-of-way remains primarily unchanged.

Comparison of typical potential R1 building massing between the Zoning Ordinance and IZO
development standards.

R1 Building Permit Activity Since Adoption of the IZO
As detailed in the table below, subsequent to the adoption of the IZO, the number of
building permits issued for new SUD construction subject to the IZO dropped
significantly compared to the data for building permits issued in the five years prior to
the adoption of the IZO detailed in Table 1. Although the data in Table 3 is taken from a
significantly smaller pool, it shows that the average size and parcel coverage of new
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residences has decreased consistent with the IZO reductions to certain development
standards.
Number of
Building Permits
Issued

Average New
SUD Size

Average New
Parcel Coverage

Number of
Demolition
Permits Issued

2018
(after Feb 23, 2018)

2

6,004 SF

39%

13

2019
(as of May 30, 2019)

7

4,568 SF

49%
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Table 3: Summary of Permits Issues for Single-Unit Dwellings in R1 District Subject to the IZO

The drop in number of building permit issuances for new SUDs is most likely due to the
reduction and interim nature of the R1 development standards and applicants waiting to
see the potential results of the R1 development standards update.
IZO Expiration
The IZO is set to expire on November 15, 2019, unless it is otherwise extended by the
City Council pursuant to SMMC Section 9.46.090.
Purpose of the R1 Development Standards Update
In addition to its action to adopt the IZO and as a part of the City Council’s previous
discussion of City Planning Division priorities, the Council prioritized the comprehensive
review and update of the R1 development standards. This review and update process
was to include a significant public engagement process and was intended to address
and be guided by the following principles:





Re-evaluate the R1 development standards to address the size of new home
construction in relation to the existing neighborhood context and scale with the
focus on physical development standards as opposed to other R1 issues such as
allowable land uses, affordability of R1 units, etc.
Incentivize the retention of existing homes.
Make the development standards more user-friendly.

R1 Development Standards Update Process
Throughout the R1 development standards update process to date, staff has sought the
input of a variety of constituents and a wide spectrum of those who use or are affected
by the R1 development standards including, but not limited to, property owners,
residents, neighborhood group representatives, architects, contractors, and design
professionals. The R1 development standards update process began in January 2019
with five R1 technical working group sessions held through April 2019. Following the
technical working group sessions, three community open house events were held in
May 2019 to gather additional public input. The update process continues with the
Planning Commission’s review and recommendation to City Council who will ultimately
review and approve any modifications to the R1 development standards.
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Technical Working Group
On January 30, 2019, a technical working group was assembled for a kick-off meeting
to begin discussing the R1 development standards update. The technical working group
was made up of a collection of architects, contractors, community representatives, and
other design professionals who had knowledge and experience working on single-unit
residential projects in Santa Monica and could provide input and identify issues.
Subsequent to the kick-off session, four additional technical working group sessions
were help in March and April 2019. Between 15-30 volunteers attended each technical
working group session.

A technical working group consisting of architects, contractors, community representatives, and other
design professionals with knowledge and experience working on R1 projects in Santa Monica provided
input and identified issues over five sessions related to R1 development standards.

The issues discussed and identified by the technical working group are described in
more detail later in this report and were instrumental in focusing the broader public
discussion of the R1 development standards at the subsequent community open house
events. The fully transcribed comments from all of the technical working group sessions
can be found in Attachment C. A brief summary of the topics discussed by the technical
working group includes the following:
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Buildable Envelope: Parcel Coverage, Height, Setbacks, Upper-Story Stepbacks
Upper-Story Outdoor Space
Parking
Projections into Setbacks
Height Exceptions
Basements/Lightwells/Excavation
Incentives for the Retention of Existing Homes
Hillside Development Design Review
Accessory Dwelling Units

Community Open Houses
Three identical community open house events were held on the evening of May 18,
2019, during the afternoon of May 21, 2019, and on the evening of May 21, 2019, at the
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium East Wing to provide information and education to the
public as well as gather additional public input regarding the R1 development standards.
These community open house events were scheduled both on a weekend and a
weekday, and during and after business hours, in an attempt to attract the widest
spectrum of participants possible. Public notice of the community open house events
was sent via mailed postcards to all R1 property owners, published in the Santa Monica
Daily Press, and posted to the City’s website. Approximately 140 members of the public
attended the three open house events with approximately 90% of the attendants
identifying as residents of the City. The open houses though were not strictly restricted
to residents of the City as some R1 property owners and some design and industry
professionals who work on R1 projects may not be residents of the City.
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Three community open house events provided opportunities to provide information to the public as well
as gather additional public input regarding certain R1 development standards.

The open houses were designed as interactive events in an effort to engage all
participants. Each open house was begun with a brief staff presentation that provided
background information on the R1 development standards and the update process, the
purpose and format of the open house, and an explanation as to how to participate
during the rest of the event. The open house participants were then invited to explore
the various development standard stations that were set up around the room. In an
effort to focus on the primary issues of home size and massing and the retention of
existing homes, the various stations were focused on the following development
standards:







Parcel Coverage
Height
Setbacks and Upper-Story Stepbacks
Upper-Story Outdoor Space
Parking
Retention of Existing Homes
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Other (for any other R1 development standards that attendees wanted to
discuss)

At each station, a City Planning staff member was present to facilitate the public
interaction and answer any questions. Each member of the public was given dot
stickers and asked to provide input on poster boards based on questions pertaining to
each development standard. Each participant could then place their stickers on the
poster boards to provide their opinions on the various development standards. Each
poster board also provided participants an area to attach written comments related to
the corresponding development standard.
Photographs of each individual poster board with the results of the sticker votes are
provided in Attachment D. Every written comment that was attached to the boards was
transcribed and is provided in Attachment E. The following images show the overall
sticker votes from all three open house events combined for each board:
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

A more detailed breakdown of the results of the interactive boards is provided later in
this report.
Planning Commission
The purpose of the Planning Commission’s initial discussion of the R1 development
standards is to review the public input provided by the technical working group and the
community members who participated in the community open houses and provide
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feedback and direction on specific development standards to staff. Particularly, staff is
seeking Commission direction on the following:




Development standards that most relate to building size and massing: parcel
coverage, height, setbacks, upper-story stepbacks, and upper-story outdoor
space
R1 parking standards and incentives to retain existing homes
Other R1 related development standards that are described later in this report

Based on the direction provided by the Commission, staff intends to return to the
Commission (tentatively scheduled for July 17, 2019) with a redline draft of proposed
modifications to the R1 development standards. Opportunities for additional public input
and comment on the R1 development standards update will continue to be available at
the next Planning Commission meeting.
City Council
The City Council will adopt any final ordinance to amend the Zoning Ordinance and the
R1 development standards. The Council is tentatively scheduled to review any potential
modifications to the R1 development standards and any Planning Commissionrecommended ordinance on September 24, 2019. Opportunities for additional public
input and comment on the R1 development standards update will also be available at
this City Council meeting.
R1 Development Standards Direction
General Standards
Currently, the R1 zone district is divided into four geographical areas: North of Montana,
Sunset Park, North of Wilshire, and Expo/Pico. Between these four areas, development
standards including height, additional minimum stepbacks for upper stories, and upperstory outdoor space differ from each other. These differences are described in more
detail below in the applicable sections.
Planning Commission Discussion
 Should development standards be standardized citywide or should we maintain
in some cases neighborhood specific standards?
Buildable Envelope Standards
The following development standards help to define the maximum buildable envelope
and ultimately the typical building massing of new R1 development: Parcel Coverage,
Height, Setbacks and Upper-Story Stepbacks, and Upper-Story Outdoor Space. The
following sections of the report describe the following for each of these development
standards:



The purpose of the development standard
If applicable, the difference between the Zoning Ordinance standard and the
IZO standard
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A summary of the issues regarding the development standard identified by
the technical working group
A summary of the results of the development standard questions asked at the
community open houses
The questions regarding the development standard for the Commission to
consider

PARCEL COVERAGE


What do the Parcel Coverage standards regulate?
Pursuant to SMMC Section 9.04.100, parcel coverage is the ratio of the total
footprint area of all structures on a parcel to the parcel area, typically
expressed as a percentage, and helps determine the allowable size of
development on a parcel. The footprints of all principal and accessory
structures, including garages, carports, and roofed porches, are included in
order to calculate parcel coverage. The following is included in the
calculation:
A. The area of a parcel directly covered by the footprint of all buildings or
structures on the parcel
B. The area of a parcel directly below any upper portion of a building or
structure that is cantilevered beyond the edge of the first level of a
building or structure except for permitted projections
C. The area of a parcel directly below those portions of any balcony,
stairway, porch, platform, or deck that is enclosed on at least three
sides.



Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 (pre-IZO) development standards
and the temporary changes imposed by the IZO:
Current R1 Development Standards
North of Montana/Sunset Park/North of
Wilshire:
 One-story structure not exceeding
18’ in height – 50%
 Two-story structure – Aggregate
61%
 First Story: 31% - 40%
 Second Story: 21% - 30%
Expo/Pico:
 Parcels 5,001 SF or larger – 40%
 Parcels between 3,001 and 5,000
SF – 50%
 Parcels 3,000 SF or smaller –
60%
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Interim Zoning Ordinance
Citywide:
 One-story structure not
exceeding 18’ in height –
50%
 Two-story structure –
Aggregate 50% with the
second story not to exceed
20%
 Excluded Accessory
Dwelling Units (ADUs) from
parcel coverage

As indicated in the above table, the IZO reduced the maximum allowable
parcel coverage citywide to 50%.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to parcel coverage and
whether ADUs should be included within parcel coverage calculations:
Parcel Coverage:
 Retain existing 61% parcel coverage development standard
 Retain IZO 50% parcel coverage development standard
 Parcel Coverage not dictated by story, allows for more of a sliding
scale on the second story
 A 20% limit on the second story is too restrictive
 Incentivize retention and remodel of existing homes by possibly
offering more parcel coverage
 Parcel coverage should be somewhere between pre-IZO standards
(61%) and IZO standards (50%)
 Articulation of second story is just as impactful as parcel coverage in
terms of massing appearance
 Existing property gets a one-time incentive of additional parcel
coverage for preservation
 One set of development standards should apply in all R1 districts
 Include ADUs in parcel coverage
 Continue to exempt ADUs from parcel coverage
 Exclude only a portion of an ADU from parcel coverage
 Detached ADUs are excluded, attached should be included



Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.
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What is an appropriate amount of parcel coverage?
Parcel
Coverage:
40%
45%
50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%+
Total:

Number
of Votes:
29
5
13
10
28
11
8
2
6
112

Percentage:
26%
4%
12%
9%
25%
10%
7%
2%
5%
100%

Based on the input of the 112 participants, the average and median
parcel coverage preference is approximately 55%.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Consider a larger amount for single-story development
 Exclude garages from parcel coverage
 There should be correlation between parcel coverage and if
ADUs are exempt
 Smaller parcels need more parcel coverage
 More parcel coverage allowance as an incentive to protect
mature trees
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


How should parcel coverage be split between the first and second
floors?
Parcel
Coverage
Divided
Between 1st &
2nd Story:
40% / 21%
35% / 26%
31% / 30%
Total:

Number
of Votes:

Percentage:

39
45
15
99

39.4%
45.5%
15.1%
100%

Based on the input of the 99 participants, there is a preference for
larger first stories in comparison to second stories.
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In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Allow more size flexibility between the first and second stories
 Parcel coverage should not be dictated by story, just an overall
amount
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


Should ADUs be exempt from parcel coverage?
ADUs
Exempt
Not
Exempt
Total:

Number
of Votes:
63
46
109

Percentage:
58%
46%
100%

Based on the input of the 109 participants, most favored ADUs being
exempt from parcel coverage calculations.
In addition to the above information, other common comments there
were provided include:
 ADUs should be encouraged as they address the need for more
housing
 Limit the amount that can be exempt from parcel coverage
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.




Planning Commission Discussion
o What is the appropriate amount of parcel coverage?
o How should parcel coverage be distributed between first and second
story?
o Should ADUs be excluded or included in parcel coverage?

HEIGHT


What does the Height standard regulate?
Building height is regulated by three development standards within the current
code and the IZO, establishing a set number of stories, maximum building
height, and additional side stepback above 21 feet in height. In regards to the
side stepback above 21’, the current standards allow no portion of the
building, except permitted projections, to intersect a plane commencing at 21’
in height at the minimum side setback and extending at a specified angle
towards the interior of the site. This development standard helps control
massing as the building height increases over 21’ by pushing the massing
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inward away from the neighboring properties. Combined, these three
standards establish vertical building envelope that the primary structure must
fit within.


Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 (pre-IZO) development standards
and the temporary changes imposed by the IZO:
Current R1 Development Standards
Maximum Number of Stories – 2
Maximum Building Height:
 Parcels up to 20,000 SF
 General Standard – 28’
 North of Montana – 32’
 Parcels greater than 20,000 SF and
with a front property line of 200’
 28’ for flat roof
 35’ for pitched roof

Interim Zoning Ordinance
Citywide:


Maximum Building Height 28’

Maximum Building Height:
 Parcels up to 20,000 SF
 General Standard – 28’
 North of Montana – 32’
Additional side stepback above 21’ in
height:
 General Standard – 45-degrees
measured from the vertical
 North of Montana – 30-degrees
measured from the horizontal.
As indicated in the above table, the IZO predominately only impacted
development within the North of Montana neighborhood in regards to overall
building height. All of the other standards remained unaffected by the IZO.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to height:





Retain pre-IZO development standards (North of Montana – 32’;
General Standard – 28’)
Retain IZO development standards (Citywide – 28’)
Different height limits for flat and pitched roofs should be considered
Maximum building height should be dependent on lot size
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45-degree envelope should be implemented citywide, allows for roof
variety
Prevailing neighborhood height should be taken into consideration
Higher heights for larger parcels

Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.


What is an appropriate height limit?
Building
Height:
Below 28’
28’
Above 28’
Total:

Number
of Votes:
15
45
35
95

Percentage:
16%
47%
37%
100%

Based on the input of the 95 participants, the majority favored a
maximum building height of 28’ or higher.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 North of Montana should be kept at 32’ since they have bigger
parcels
 View protection should be considered
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


Should a flat roof have a different height limit?
Building
Height:
Below 28’
28’
Above 28’
Total:

Number
of Votes:
51
29
20
100

Percentage:
51%
29%
20%
100%

Based on the input of the 100 participants who indicated that there
should consideration for a separate height limit for flat roofed
structures, a little more than half indicated that the maximum height
limit for flat roofed dwelling units should be somewhere below 28’ in
height.
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In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 If building height for a flat roof is lowered, the building envelope
should not be required
 If building height is lowered, consider allowing certain height
projections
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.
 Planning Commission Discussion
 What should the maximum building height be?
 Should a flat roof have a different maximum height limit? And if so,
what?
 Should building height limits be standardized citywide?


SETBACKS & UPPER-STORY STEPBACKS


What do the Setback and Stepback standards regulate?
Setbacks prescribe distances between the property lines and where
development can be start. Combined, the four setbacks (front, rear, and two
sides) dictate the placement of the building on the parcel and allow for light
and air between properties. While front and rear setbacks are fixed
measurements, side setbacks are percentages of parcel with and therefore
vary between parcels.
Stepbacks are additional setbacks that regulate the upper story massing by
requiring modulation to the second story. These measurements begin after
each setback ends and are dependent on the maximum buildable elevation.
The maximum buildable elevation is determined by calculating the width or
length of the parcel minus the applicable required setbacks.



Development Standards
The following tables present the current R1 (pre-IZO) development standards
and the temporary changes imposed by the IZO:
Setbacks
Current R1 Development Standards
Front Setback:
 Varied depending on street (10’-40’)
Rear Setback:
 25’ measured from centerline of alley or rear parcel line if no alley
Side Setback:
 Structures 18’ in height or less:
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 General Standard – Greater of 10% of parcel width 3.5’, but no
more than 15’ required
 Expo/Pico – For all structures up to the maximum height limitation
Structures over 18’ in height:
 General Standard – Aggregate 30% of parcel width, but no more
than 45’ required and at least 10% of parcel width, or a minimum
of 3.5’, whichever is greater
 Sunset Park & North of Wilshire – Aggregate side setback does not
apply to the following:
 New structures on parcels that are 45’ or less in width;
 Additions to existing structures on parcel that are less than 50’
in width
 Any development on parcels that are less than 5,000 SF in
area
 If modified by the Architectural Review Board.

As indicated in the above table, no changes to setbacks were incorporated
into the IZO.
Stepbacks
Current R1 Development Standards
Front – Any portion of the front elevation
above 14’ in height and exceeding 75% of
the maximum buildable front elevation:
 General Standard – Average amount
equal to 4% of parcel depth, but no
more than 10’ required
 North of Montana – Average amount
equal to 8% of parcel depth, but no
more than 12’ required
Rear – Any portion of rear elevation above
14’ in height and exceeding 75% of
maximum buildable rear elevation:
 General Standard – Average amount
equal to 4% of parcel depth, but no
more than 10’ required
 North of Montana – 30% of parcel
depth, but no more than 40’ required
Sides – Portions of building above 14’ in
height and exceeding 50% of maximum
buildable side elevation:
 1’ for every 2’-4” of height above 14’
and up to 21’ (measured from
minimum required side setback line)
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Interim Zoning Ordinance
Citywide:
 Changed each standard
to start at the secondstory instead of 14’ in
height

As indicated in the above table, the IZO did not affect the amount of stepback
that is required but only changed where the standard begins.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to setbacks and stepback:
Setbacks
 Retain current development standards (10% for one-story homes; 30%
aggregate for two-story homes)
 For two-story homes, 15% setbacks on each side (symmetrical
setbacks)
o Exceptions for properties without alleys with garages located in
the rear half of parcel
 Increase setbacks
 Potential for setbacks to address solar access
 Go back to 10% side setbacks, will lead to better living arrangements;
ground floor 10% no matter the height with upper story additional
requirements
 Decreasing setbacks limits landscaping ability
Stepbacks
 General
o Measure stepback from building edge, not setback
o Stepbacks should be calculated based on building, not
maximum buildable elevation
o Simplify implementation
o Standardize citywide
o Consideration for solar access where applicable
o Minimize northern setback and maximize southern as a means
to respect solar
o Provide more flexibility if a building doesn’t extend to both side
setbacks
o Provide a bonus for more articulation and modulation
o Require approval from surrounding neighbors
o Consider use of prevailing neighborhood setbacks
 Front
o Retain current development standards
 Side
o Retain current development standards
o Reduce side stepback threshold
o Increase side setback requirement to eliminate stepback
requirement
o Concern with unrelenting walls on second story side elevations
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Rear
o Retain current development standards
o Second story rear stepback for entire elevation

Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.


Should minimum setbacks be aggregate or symmetrical?
Setbacks
Aggregate
Symmetrical
Total:

Number
of Votes:
81
18
99

Percentage:
82%
18%
100%

Based on the input of the 99 participants, the vast majority were in
favor of maintaining side setbacks being implemented as an aggregate
calculation.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Aggregate setbacks give more design flexibility
 Symmetrical setbacks provide a fairness between both side
neighbors
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


How much upper-story stepback should be required?
Stepbacks
Less
Current
Standard
More
Total:

Number
of Votes:
45

Percentage:
42.4%

15

14.2%

46
106

43.4%
100%

Based on the input of the 106 participants, there was not a consensus
regarding upper-story stepbacks, but there appears to be agreement
that current standards are problematic.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
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 Required stepbacks hinder design
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.




Planning Commission Discussion
 Should side setbacks be aggregate or symmetrical?
 How much upper-story stepback should be required?
 Should stepbacks be eliminated in favor of larger setbacks?

UPPER-STORY OUTDOOR SPACE


What do the Upper-Story Outdoor Space standards regulate?
Upper-story outdoor space includes all balconies, terraces, or roof decks
located at the second story or higher. Typically, these spaces are not
calculated into parcel coverage if they are not enclosed on more than 2 sides.



Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 (pre-IZO) development standards
and the temporary changes imposed by the IZO:
Current R1 Development Standards

Interim Zoning Ordinance

Roof Decks:
Citywide:
 General Standard – Setback an
 The aggregate square
additional 3’ from required setback
footage of second story
 North of Montana – Setback 12’ from
balconies, terraces, or
an interior property line
roof decks shall not
exceed 400 SF
Limitation of Upper-Story Balconies and
Roof Decks:
 General Standard – N/A
 North of Montana:
 Aggregate area may not
exceed 400 SF
 All areas greater than 50 SF
that are located in the rear twothirds of the parcel shall be set
back 12’ from any property line
As indicated in the above table, the IZO only affected development within the
Sunset Park, North of Wilshire, and Expo/Pico neighborhoods in regards to
the allowed aggregate of upper-story outdoor space. All of the other
standards remained as extant.
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Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to upper-story outdoor
space:












Retain current pre-IZO development standards
Retain IZO development standards – 400 SF aggregate
Limit individual size, but eliminate an aggregate limitation
Upper-story outdoor space is a great way to incorporate modulation
Have citywide standards
Have total outdoor space and setbacks based on lot size
Size based on a ratio of upper story floor area
12’ setbacks are too large for smaller parcels
Outdoor space limitations on ADUs prevent enjoyment by potential
renter

Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.


What is an appropriate limit for upper-story outdoor space?
Upper-Story
Outdoor space

Number
of Votes:

Percentage:

Less than 400 SF
400 SF
More than 400 SF
No Limit
Total:

21
24
23
21
89

23.5%
27%
26%
23.5%
100%

Based on the input of the 89 participants, nearly half indicated that 400
SF is too small of a limit and almost one-fourth of all respondents
prefer no limit at all. To the contrary, nearly one-fourth believe that 400
SF is excessive.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 There should be a size limitation on individual upper-story
outdoor spaces
 Upper-story outdoor space size limitation should be based on
parcel size or house size
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For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


Planning Commission Discussion
 What is an appropriate limit for upper-story outdoor space?
 Should upper-story outdoor space have an aggregate limit or
individual size limit?
 Should certain upper-story outdoor spaces have additional
setbacks?
 Should this development standard be standardized citywide?

Parking


What do the Parking standards related to R1 development regulate?
The R1 zone district is the only zone district that requires parking to be
located within an enclosed garage. Both attached and detached garages
count towards parcel coverage. In addition, parking is currently required to be
located in the rear half of the parcel and at least 40 feet from a street-facing
property line.



Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 development standards:
Current R1 Development Standards
 2 spaces per dwelling unit required in an enclosed garage
 Access to parking areas shall be from alleys
 Curb cuts are prohibited except where a project site meets at least one
of the following criteria:
 No adjacent side or rear alley having a minimum right-of-way of 15
feet.
 The Director determines that a curb cut is appropriate due to traffic,
circulation, or safety concerns.
 No more than 1 driveway to a public street is allowed on a parcel
with less than 100 linear feet of street frontage, and no more than 2
driveways to a public street are allowed on a parcel with 100 linear
feet or greater of street frontage.
 Front Garages:
 North of Montana – Setback at least 5’ behind the primary wall
facing the street
 North of Wilshire/Sunset Park – Setback at least 5’ behind the front
setback line.
 A one-story attached garage with a maximum height of 14’,
including parapets and railings, a maximum length of 25’, and with
garage doors perpendicular to the public street, can project up to 6’
into the required front yard if no alley access exists, but may not
extend closer than 20’ to the front property line.
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As indicated in the above table, parking regulations were not affected by the
IZO.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to parking:









Retain current parking regulations
Reduce minimum parking requirement and dimensional standards
Eliminate required of enclosed garages
When parking can be located in the front require a plane-break in the
front elevation, but 5’ is too much of a setback
Standardize development standards citywide
Allow parking in the front half of parcel, but behind front of house

Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.


Should enclosed garages be required?
Enclosed
Garage
Yes
No
Total:

Number
of Votes:
40
59
99

Percentage:
40%
60%
100%

Based on the input of the 99 participants, the majority are in favor of
not requiring parking to be located within an enclosed garage.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Carports should be an acceptable alternative to an enclosed
garage
 If enclosed garages are required, they should not count towards
parcel coverage
 Only require a one-car garage, other space can be provided
elsewhere
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.
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Where should parking be allowed?
Parking
Location
Rear Half of Lot
Behind Front
Setback
No Restriction
Total:

Number
of Votes:
33
24
31
88

Percentage:
38%
27%
35%
100%

Based on the input of the 88 participants, the majority prefer more
flexibility for locating parking on a parcel but would like it to still be
located at least behind the front setback line.
In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Allow retention of curb cuts
 Required parking location needs more flexibility
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


Planning Commission Discussion
 Should the minimum parking requirement be required to be located
within an enclosed garage?
 Where should parking be allowed?
 Should the locational restrictions be loosened to allow great
flexibility?

Retention of Existing Homes
Currently, there are a limited number of development standards or restrictions
that do incentivize the retention of existing homes. This section looks at
potential ways that current standards or processes could be expanded that
could incentivize additions or remodeling of existing homes instead of new
build.


Development Standards and Deviations from Code
The following table presents some of the current standards that provide some
flexibility to existing standards and entitlements that are available that assist
in incentivizing the retention of existing homes:
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Current Development Standards
Building Additions Extending into Required Side Yard – In all residential
districts, an addition(s) to an existing structure that has a nonconforming
side yard setback may also extend into the required side yard setback
provided all of the following criteria are met:
 The addition(s) do(es) not exceed one-story and fourteen feet in
height.
 The addition(s) continue(s) the façade setback line of the existing
structure.
 The addition(s) do(es) not extend closer than four feet to the side
property line.
 The addition(s) do(es) not exceed fifteen feet in length parallel to
the side property line.
 The addition(s) is (are) limited to one side of the existing structure
and does not extend into both side yard setbacks.
 There has been no prior addition under this Section
Modifications and Variances
Minor Modification (Administrative)
 Maximum selection of two of the following:
 10% setback reduction
 5% parcel coverage increase
 5% or 2’ height increase
 Reduction of parking dimensions
 Exclusions:
 Parcel area, width, depth
 Maximum number of stories
 Minimum or maximum number of parking spaces
 Residential density
Major Modification (Discretionary – Zoning Administrative Hearing)
 Maximum selection of two of the following:
 20% or 5’ setback reduction
 10% parcel coverage increase
 20% or 5’ height increase
 Exclusions:
 Parcel area, width, depth
 Maximum number of stories
 Minimum or maximum number of parking spaces
 Residential density
Variance (Discretionary – Planning Commission Hearing)
 Cannot be used to increase density limit, maximum floor area ratio,
or bulk of a building
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Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to retention of existing
homes:









Only demolition, not additions, should require parking to brought into
conformance
Allow additions to match existing nonconforming features to retain
architectural style
Allow more continuation of nonconforming features
o Setbacks
o Height
Allow for more modifications from development standards
Simplified process and reduced fees for existing home additions and
modifications
Consideration of more lot coverage for retention as an incentive

Community Input
Based on the feedback received during the three community open houses,
the following data summarizes the community’s input. For more information
on the community open house poster board voting results, refer to
Attachment D.
Number of
Votes:
Allow Continuation of Non-Conforming
49
Setbacks in Certain Situations
Allow Continuation of Non-Conforming
11
Heights in Certain Situations
Allow Additions without Requiring
53
Parking to be Updated
Create Opportunities for Additional
32
Modifications to Development
Standards
Create an Easier Review Process for
59
Development Standard Modifications
Allow Additional Parcel Coverage for
49
Single-Story Dwellings
Total:
250
Incentive

Percentage:
20%
4%
21%
13%

24%
18%
100%

Based on the input of the 250 participants, besides for a continuation in
existing height, there was a consensus on allowing for more incentives
to retain existing homes.
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In addition to the above information, other common comments that
were provided include:
 Reduce development fees for remodels and additions
For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment
E.


Planning Commission Discussion
 Which incentives should be considered for the retention of existing
homes?
 Are there other incentives that should be considered?

Other Standards


Projections & Height Exceptions


What do the Projection and Height Exception standards regulate?
Projections are horizontal extensions of certain features from the main
building that are permitted to encroach into required setbacks. Height
exceptions are vertical extensions of certain features from the main building
that are permitted to extend beyond required height restrictions.



Development Standards
Projections
Table 9.21.110 (below) sets forth the requirements for permitted projections
into required setbacks. Development in the R1 District is subject to the
additional standards of Section 9.07.030(G); in the case of any conflict, the
regulations of the base District shall supersede those of this Section.
Projections shall not be permitted closer than 4 feet to any parcel line unless
otherwise expressly authorized. Projections as listed below into existing,
nonconforming setback areas shall be permitted only if the projection does
not extend closer to the parcel line than would be permitted if the setback
area conformed to current standards.


R1 Specific Projections:
• Exterior stairs and required fire escapes shall not project into the
required front or side setback areas in North of Montana.
• Porte cocheres not more than 20’ long, not more than 14’ in height
including railings or parapets, and open on three sides may project
into a required side yard but may not be closer than 3’ to the parcel
line or as required by Building Code.
• Balconies and porches open on at least two sides with a height of
no more than 14’, including parapets and railings that do not
exceed 50% of the front building width measured at the front façade
may project up to 6’ into the required front setback. Stairs less than
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3’ above finished grade may project an additional 4’ into the
required front setback.

Height Exceptions
Table 9.21.060 (below) establishes the maximum permitted projection(s) above
the height limit of a building for structures that are typically mounted or attached
to a building. These projections are by right, with no discretionary permit
required. Table 9.21.060 also establishes limitations in the horizontal coverage of
permitted projections. Some allowances apply in all Zoning Districts while others
are limited to specified Zoning Districts. None of these projections shall permit
occupiable space above the height limit. The total aggregate coverage of
projections shall not exceed 30 percent of a roof’s area. This limitation shall not
apply to solar energy systems.
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Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to permitted projections
and height exceptions:
Projections
 Retain current development standards
 Simplify current development standards
 Clarify accessory structure projections
 Clarify permitted projections into building envelope angle
 Make an R1 specific table
 Update current projections:
o Increase roof eave projection to be greater than 18”
o Wider window projections (bay windows, etc.)
o Include Electric Vehicle chargers
o Mechanical Equipment
 Clarify location… shouldn’t be allowed in minimum side
setbacks
 Do not allow noise-generating equipment in setbacks
 Accessory (activity) structure inclusion
 Revise porte cochere requirements:
o Limited to specific uses and situations
o Must provide door leading into home
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o Encourage by providing more allowances or administrative
adjustments
Allow for administrative/ARB exceptions

Height Exceptions
 Retain current development standards
 Make an R1 specific table
 Clarify permitted height exceptions into building envelope angle
 Clarify accessory structure projections
 Update current exceptions:
o Allow roof to projection above height limit to complete roof pitch
o Allow for parapet projections (solar and mechanical equipment
screening)
o Allow chimneys to project more than 5’
o If solar projects above height, set it back from building edge
o Make sure mechanical equipment is screened
 Concern regarding abuse of projections




Planning Commission Discussion
 Should existing projection and height exceptions be updated?
 Should there be an R1 specific projection and height exceptions
table?

Basements & Lightwells


What is a Basement and Lightwell?
Basements are subterranean or semi-subterranean levels that do not count
towards parcel coverage, number of stories, or building height if they meet the
following criteria:
1. No portion can project more than 3’ above grade baseline
2. Up to four walls may be exposed above finished grade, so long as this
exposure does not exceed 40% of each wall surface area
Lightwells are typically sunken unroofed external spaces provided along the
sides of buildings to allow light and air to reach subterranean levels.
Frequently, lightwells are also provide a means on ingress and egress to
basement levels as required by building code.



Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 development standards:
Current Development Standards
Basements and Subterranean Garages:
 No basement or subterranean garage shall extend into any required
yard setback area, except for any basement or garage located
beneath a permitted accessory building, if such basement, semi-
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subterranean or subterranean garage is located at least five feet from
any property line
Lightwells and Stairwells:
 General Standard – Up to a total of 50 square feet of area in the side
and rear setbacks may be utilized for lightwells or stairways to belowgrade areas of the main building and any accessory buildings.
 North of Montana – Side and rear setbacks may be utilized for
lightwells or stairways to below-grade areas of the main building and
any accessory building provided such excavated area is set back a
minimum of 10 percent of the parcel width from the property line.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to basements and
lightwells:






Retain current development standards
Limit size of basements
Standardize lightwell development standards citywide
o Allow for some excavation into setbacks
o Limit size of lightwells in setback
o No size limit, but cannot be within minimum (10%) side setback

Community Input
While basements and lightwells were not topics discussed at the three
community open houses, the following comments were provided:




Limit basement sizes and/or count towards parcel coverage
Lightwells should not be allowed within setback areas
Lightwells should be able to accommodate stairs for access, not just
ladders

For a comprehensive list of all comments, please refer to Attachment E.




Planning Commission Discussion
 Should basement size be limited?
 Should lightwell development standards be standardized citywide?

Design Review


What are the current Design Review standards for R1?
Except in certain circumstances, such as specific hillside development, there
is no design review for single-unit dwellings. However, the Architectural
Review Board (ARB) does have some authority to review and approve
modifications to development in the R1 zone district.
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Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 development standards:
Current Development Standards
Architectural Review is required in limited situations in the R1 Single-Unit
District:
1. Properties installing roof or building-mounted parabolic antennae
(only with respect to the antennae and screening);
2. Duplexes;
3. Any structure above 14 feet in height that does not conform to the
required yard stepbacks for structures above 14 feet in height;
4. Any structure that does not conform to the limitations on access to
subterranean garages and basements;
5. Any development in the North of Montana area with regard to the
following conditions only:
a. Second floor balconies, terraces, or roof decks which exceeds
aggregate 400 square feet.
b. Front facing garage doors within the front one-half of the parcel
which are not set back from the building façade a minimum of 5
feet and/or are more than 16 feet in width.
c. Larger front yard balcony or porch projections
d. Nonconforming side yard setbacks, but which has minimum
setbacks for each side yard equal to 10 percent of the parcel
width.
6. Any development in the North of Wilshire and Sunset Park areas with
regard to the following conditions only:
a. Development on a parcel with a grade differential of 12.5 feet or
more between the front and rear parcel lines based on the
compatibility of the size, mass, and placement of the proposed
structure with the surrounding neighborhood.
b. Any addition of 500 square feet or less, which is regarded as a
third story, located on a parcel with a grade differential of 12.5
feet or more
c. Front facing garage doors within the front one-half of the parcel
which are not set back a minimum of 5 feet from the front
setback line and/or are more than 16 feet in width.
d. Any structure on a parcel that is 50 feet or more in width that
does not comply with side setback requirements
e. Larger front yard balcony or porch projections
7. The Architectural Review Board may approve the design
modifications provided that the following findings of fact are made:
a. There are special circumstances or exceptional characteristics
applicable to the property involved, including size, shape
topography, surroundings, or location of the existing
improvements or mature landscaping on the site.
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b. The granting of the design modification will not be detrimental
nor injurious to the property or improvements in the general
vicinity and district in which the property is located.
c. The granting of the design modification will not impair the
integrity and character of this R1 neighborhood, nor impact the
light, air, open space, and privacy of adjacent properties.
d. In the case of additions to buildings in the City’s Historic
Resources Inventory, the design modification is compatible with
the building’s historic architectural character, does not result in
the removal of historic building features, and the addition is
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for
Rehabilitation.
8. Structures with non-compliant minimum side yard setbacks due to the
combination of 2 contiguous parcels into a single building site.
9. Re-division of parcels previously combined through ARB approval.


Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to design review:










Retain current thresholds for required design review
Clarify design review standards
Expand design review threshold in some cases to include properties
listed on the Historic Resource Inventory (HRI)
Require design review when a home expands in size of a certain
amount
Allow ARB to have more purview over modifications
Mandatory ARB review for articulation
Planning Commission Discussion
 Should ARB be allowed to review and approve more development
standard modifications?
 Should ARB’s purview of hillside development expand to North of
Montana?
 Should ARB’s purview expand beyond hillside development?

Hillside Development


How is Hillside Development regulated?
The majority of R1 parcels within Santa Monica are relatively flat except in a
few parts within the North of Montana, North of Wilshire, and Sunset Park
areas as identified on the map below. Currently, Santa Monica does not have
hillside specific development standards other than in the description of how
height is measured, minor excavation limitations, and ARB review in certain
cases, as described below.
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Development Standards
The following table presents the current R1 development standards:
Current Development Standards
Any development in the North of Wilshire and Sunset Park areas with
regard to the following conditions only:
• ARB shall review the size, mass, and placement of any structure
associated with a new residential building, substantial remodel, or a
50% or greater square foot addition to an existing home located on a
parcel with a grade differential of 12.5’ or more between the front and
rear parcel lines.
Measuring Building Height on Sloped Parcels
• Sloped Parcels, Front to Back – Parcels with a grade change of 10%
or more between the midpoints of the front setback and rear setback,
heights shall be measured either from Theoretical Grade (TG) or from
Segmented Average Natural Grade (SANG).
• Sloped Parcels, Side to Side – Parcels with a grade change of 10%
or more between the midpoints of the minimum side setback lines
AND with a grade change of a greater percentage than the slope from
the midpoints of the minimum front setback and rear setback, heights
shall be measured from the TG line between the midpoints of the
minimum side setback lines or from SANG.
Excavation for Access to Subterranean Structures
• General Standard – Excavation in the front setback for a driveway,
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stairway, doorway, lightwell, window, or other such element to a
subterranean/semi-subterranean garage or basement shall be no
deeper than 3 feet below existing grade. ARB may approve a
modification to allow excavations to extend into the front setback for
parcels with an elevation rise of 5’ from the front property line to a
point 50’ towards the interior of the site if it finds that topographic
conditions necessitate that such excavation be permitted.
North of Montana – No excavation is permitted in the front setback.
This prohibition cannot be modified.
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Technical Working Group Summary
The following is a summary of comments provided by the technical working
group regarding development standards pertaining to hillside development:












Retain current development standards
Create hillside specific R1 Development Standards
Allow for ARB (staff/Board) to modify standards to reduce variance,
etc.
o Third story, exposure, upper-story outdoor space, etc.
Include North of Montana in ARB review (Citywide standards)
Redefine “upper-story outdoor space” for sloped parcels, 400 SF is too
limiting
Increase minimum grade differential required for review
Allow more front setback excavation for access
Clarify how to measure height for accessory buildings
Consider new way of measuring height on sloped parcels (existing
grade)

Community Input
While hillside development was not a topic discussed at the three community
open houses, the following comments were provided:




Consider view protection requirements
Use prevailing neighborhood standards for new development
Planning Commission Discussion
 Should Santa Monica have hillside development specific
standards? If so, possible considerations might be:
o Minimum and maximum parcel coverage limitation
o Maximum building height
o Maximum number of stories
o Maximum amount of upper-story outdoor space and how it is
defined
o Basement limitation
o Excavation and grading/soil export limits
o View protection
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o Reviewing body and entitlement procedures
Should the ARB’s review of hillside development be expanded to
include North of Montana?
Should the ARB have the ability to modify development standards
for hillside development?

Other Issues
Additional topics and comments that were provided during both the technical working
group sessions and the community open houses include:









Implementation timing of new ordinance
Solar access rights
Electric vehicle readiness
Light pollution onto neighboring parcels
Historic Resource Inventory considerations
Tree preservation
Exterior ADU access
Reduction of permit fees and requirements for additions/remodels

Implementation Timing of New Ordinance
The IZO is currently scheduled to expire on November 15, 2019. Options to address the
implementation of a new ordinance may include the following: the effective date of the
new ordinance commences at IZO expiration, the new ordinance may reach back to a
specified date, or an extended grace period for implementation. Staff will recommend an
option for Council’s consideration.
Solar Access Rights
Comments regarding the impacts that new development may have on neighboring
properties in regards to solar access was discussed throughout the current process.
The concern is that new larger development will block the sun exposure to adjacent
properties and will therefore diminish solar potential. However, this concern is a citywide
issue and is not specific to the R1 zone district. Additionally, in consultation with the
City’s Office of Sustainability and the Environment (OSE), blocking of solar access has
not been identified as a substantial issue in Santa Monica’s residential neighborhoods,
with only one issue having been reported. This is largely due to policies and
development standards already in place regarding lot size, height limits, and setbacks.
The City also already has a process in place to address shading of solar systems by
existing street trees. State laws currently exist that allow for voluntary solar easements
between property owners and a means to address existing solar panels being shaded
by new tree growth (Shade Control Act). However, a handful of cities nationwide have
further enacted solar access policies and standards, such as “solar fences”. For this
issue to be addressed, a new citywide ordinance would need to be adopted and goes
beyond the scope of this update. If there are other examples of development blocking a
property’s solar access they are encouraged to contact OSE.
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Electric Vehicle (EV) Readiness
Comments regarding the facilitation of electric vehicle (EV) charging within the R1 was
discussed in relation to allowing parking in areas other than an enclosed garage and
permitting EV chargers to project into setback areas. These suggestions would ease the
ability to include EV charging within the R1 zone district.
Light Pollution
Concerns regarding lighting from one property spilling onto adjacent properties was
mentioned during the community open houses. Currently, SMMC Section 9.21.080 has
standards in place to reduce the lighting impacts between parcels. These standards
include shielding light fixtures to reduce glare, 16’ height limits for exterior lighting, and
light trespass restrictions. However, lighting is not specific to the R1 zone district and
therefore is beyond of the scope of this project. Affected parties are encouraged to
contact the City’s Code Enforcement Division if any issues arise.
Historic Resource Inventory
Comments regarding how the properties on the Historic Resource Inventory (HRI) are
addressed were provided. Currently, HRI properties in the R1 zone district have no
additional review process besides the current demolition limitations that are imposed
citywide. While multi-unit and commercial buildings on the HRI would be required to
have some level of design review, single-unit dwellings do not. However, single-unit
dwellings are not specific to the R1 zone district. In fact, single-unit dwellings are
permitted by right in all zone districts except zones within the Downtown Community
Plan area and employment districts. Therefore, this is a citywide issue that needs to be
addressed relative to current preservation tools available, such as designating individual
resources or historic districts, and conservation overlay districts. While design review is
a potential option to consider, support was not apparent during outreach efforts.
Tree Preservation
On May 14, 2019, Council directed city staff to draft a private property tree preservation
ordinance. This process is currently underway.
Exterior ADU Access
Comments regarding exterior access to upper-story ADUs were provided to staff
regarding the difficulty to comply with the following standard:
Exterior Features. Roof decks, landings, upper level walkways, and balconies shall not
exceed 35 square feet in area and must be set back at least 25 feet from the side
property line closest to the structure, and at least 25 feet from the rear property line, or if
an alley exists, 25 feet from the centerline of the alley.

While ADUs are only currently discussed in regards in this R1 update relative to parcel
coverage, additional revisions to standards may be considered. It should be noted that
although most ADU construction will occur within the R1 zone district, these units are
not restricted to R1 parcels and standards apply citywide.
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Reduction of Permit Fees and Requirements for Additions/Remodels
Comments from both the technical working group and interested parties at the
community open houses were provided in regards to the high cost of permit fees and
other requirements for additions/remodels. However, this issue to not specific to the R1
zone district, is not necessarily relevant to development standards, and is beyond the
purview of this update. Nevertheless, this issue will be relayed to the City Council for
potential future consideration as it is evident that these are other factors related to
development and the retention of existing homes.
Next Steps
Based on the direction provided by the Commission, staff intends to return to the
Commission (tentatively scheduled for July 17, 2019) with a redline draft of proposed
modifications to the R1 development standards for the Commission to review and
ultimately recommend to the City Council. The City Council will adopt any final
ordinance to amend the Zoning Ordinance and the R1 development standards. The
Council is tentatively scheduled to review any potential modifications to the R1
development standards and any Planning Commission-recommended ordinance on
September 24, 2019. Opportunities for additional public input and comment on the R1
development standards update will also be available at these Planning Commission and
City Council meetings.

Prepared by:

Tony Kim, Principal Planner
Ross Fehrman, AICP, Associate Planner
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Article 9 PLANNING AND ZONING
Division 2: Base and Overlay Districts
Chapter 9.07 SINGLE-UNIT RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

9.07.030 Development Standards*
* CodeAlert: This topic has been affected by Ordinance No. 2572CCS. To view amendments and newly added provisions, please refer to the CodeAlert
Amendment List.

Table 9.07.030 prescribes the development standards for the Single Unit Residential Districts. Additional regulations are denoted with Section
numbers in the right-hand column or with individual letters in parentheses. Section numbers refer to other Sections of this Article, while individual
letters in parentheses refer to Subsections that directly follow the table.
Within the R1 District, special standards apply to a number of specific geographic areas. These areas are delineated as follows:
North of Montana. The area bounded by Montana Avenue, the northern City limits, 26th Street, and Ocean Avenue.
Sunset Park. The area bounded by Lincoln Boulevard, Pico Boulevard, and the City limits to the east and south.
North of Wilshire. The area bounded by Montana Avenue, 21st Court, Wilshire Boulevard, and the City limits to the east.
Expo/Pico. The area bounded by Stewart Avenue, Exposition Boulevard, Centinela Avenue, and Pico Boulevard.
The R1 District requirements are listed in three columns. The first column, “General Standard” (GS) lists the regulations that apply throughout the
R1 District unless otherwise specified. The “North of Montana,” “Sunset Park/North of Wilshire,” and “Expo/Pico” columns identify the special
standards that apply to development in those areas. Where necessary to provide additional detail, the second, third, fourth, and fifth columns also
include a reference to Subsections that follow the table. The sixth column and Additional Standards at the end of the table list and cross-reference
additional development requirements applicable to the R1 District.

Table 9.07.030: Development Standards—R1 Single-Unit Residential Districts
Standard

General
Standard

Sunset
North of
Park/North Expo/Pico Additional Standards
Montana
of Wilshire

Parcel and Density Standards
Minimum Parcel Area
(sq. ft.)
Maximum Parcel Area
(sq. ft.)

Minimum Parcel Width (ft.)

Minimum Parcel Depth (ft.)

5,000

GS

GS

GS

See
9.21.030
(B)

GS

GS

GS

50

50 ft.; 100
ft. in
specific
subarea.
See (A)

GS

GS

100

100 ft.;
175 ft. in
specific
subarea.
See (A)

GS

GS

http://www.qcode.us/codes/santamonica/view.php?topic=9-2-9_07-9_07_030&frames=on
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Table 9.07.030: Development Standards—R1 Single-Unit Residential Districts
Standard

General
Standard

Sunset
North of
Park/North Expo/Pico Additional Standards
Montana
of Wilshire

Maximum Residential Density

1 unit per
parcel plus
1
accessory
dwelling
unit
subject to
Section
9.31.300.
A duplex
may be
permitted
with MUP
as
provided
in Table
9.07.020

GS

GS

GS

Maximum Parcel Coverage (% of Parcel Area)

35%; 50%
for onestory
structure
not
exceeding
18 ft. in
height

See (B)

See (B)

See (B)

2

GS

GS

GS

28

32. See
(C)

GS

GS

GS

GS

GS

Building Form and Location
Maximum Number of Stories
Maximum Building Height (ft.)
Parcels up to 20,000 sq. ft. in area

Parcel greater than 20,000 sq. ft. in area and with a front parcel line at
least 200 ft. in length

28 ft. for
flat roof;
35 ft. for
pitched
roof

Section 9.21.110,
Projections into
Required Setbacks

Minimum Setbacks (ft.)

Front

Per Official Districting Map or 20 ft. if not
specified

Greater of
10% of
parcel
width or
Each Interior Side-Basic Requirement – Structures 18 ft. in height or less
3.5 ft. but
no more
than 15 ft.
required

GS

GS

GS (for all
structures
up to the
maximum
height
limitation
in
Expo/Pico)

http://www.qcode.us/codes/santamonica/view.php?topic=9-2-9_07-9_07_030&frames=on
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Table 9.07.030: Development Standards—R1 Single-Unit Residential Districts
Standard

Aggregate of Both Interior Sides –Structures over 18 ft. in height

Rear

General
Standard

Sunset
North of
Park/North Expo/Pico Additional Standards
Montana
of Wilshire

30% of
parcel
width, but
no more
than 45 ft.
required
and at
least 10%
of the
parcel
width, or a
minimum
of 3.5 ft.,
whichever
is greater.
See (D)

GS

GS

NA

25

GS

GS

GS

See Section 9.28.070(A)(1)

Garage Setbacks
Additional Minimum Stepbacks for Upper Stories
Average
amount
equal to
4% of
parcel
depth but
no more
than 10 ft.
required

Average
amount
equal to
8% of
parcel
depth but
no more
than 12 ft.
required

GS

GS

Average
amount
equal to
4% of
Rear—Any portion of rear elevation above 14 ft. in height and exceeding
parcel
75% of maximum buildable rear elevation*
depth but
no more
than 10 ft.
required

30% of
parcel
depth but
no more
than 40 ft.
required

GS

GS

1 ft. for
every 2 ft.
4 in. of
height
above 14
ft. and up
Sides—Portions of building above 14 ft. in height and exceeding 50% of to 21 ft.
maximum buildable side elevation*
(measured
from
minimum
required
side
setback
line)

GS

GS

GS

See (E)
(measured
from
minimum
required
side
setback
line)

GS

GS

Front—Any portion of front elevation above 14 ft. in height and
exceeding 75% of maximum buildable front elevation*

Sides—All portions of buildings exceeding 21 ft. in height

See (E)
(measured
from
minimum
required
side
setback
line)

http://www.qcode.us/codes/santamonica/view.php?topic=9-2-9_07-9_07_030&frames=on
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Table 9.07.030: Development Standards—R1 Single-Unit Residential Districts
Standard

General
Standard

Sunset
North of
Park/North Expo/Pico Additional Standards
Montana
of Wilshire

Additional
3 ft. from
normally
required
setback

12 ft. from
any
interior
property
line. See
(F)

GS

GS

NA

Aggregate
area may
not
exceed
400 sq. ft.
Must be
set back
12 ft. from
interior
property
lines. See
(F)

NA

NA

Parcels 25 ft. or more in width

50%

40%

GS

GS

Parcels less than 25 ft. in width

60%

GS

GS

GS

Special Standards - Building Projections into Required Setbacks

See (G)

See (G)

See (G)

See (G)

Excavation for Lightwells, Stairwells, and Access to Subterranean Garages
and Basements

See (H)

See (H)

See (H)

See (H)

Roof Decks

Limitations on Upper-Story Balconies and Roof Decks

Openness and Use of Setbacks
Maximum Front Setback Paving (% of required front setback area)

Section 9.21.110,
Projections into
Required Setbacks

Vehicle Accommodation

Parking

Driveways

See Sections 9.28.070, Location of Parking
and Section 9.28.120, Parking Design and
Development Standards

On parcels less than 100 ft. in width, no more
than one driveway permitted

Section 9.28.070(A)
(1), Above Ground
Parking—Residential
Districts
Required in
enclosed garage
Section 9.28.120,
Parking Design and
Development
Standards

Architectural Review
Architectural Review

See Section 9.07.030(I)

Additional Standards
Accessory Structures

Section 9.21.020, Accessory Buildings and Structures

Exceptions to Height Limits

Section 9.21.060, Height Exceptions

Fences and Walls

Section 9.21.050, Fences, Walls, and Hedges

Home Occupation

Section 9.31.160, Home Occupation

Landscaping

Chapter 9.26, Landscaping

Lighting

Section 9.21.080, Lighting

Off-Street Parking and Loading

Chapter 9.28, Parking, Loading, and Circulation

Projections into Required Setbacks

Section 9.21.110, Projections into Required Setbacks

Solar Energy Systems

Section 9.21.150, Solar Energy Systems

Refuse and Recycling Screening and Enclosure

Section 9.21.130, Resource Recovery and Recycling Standards

Private Tennis Courts

Section 9.31.250, Private Tennis Courts

http://www.qcode.us/codes/santamonica/view.php?topic=9-2-9_07-9_07_030&frames=on
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Table 9.07.030: Development Standards—R1 Single-Unit Residential Districts
General
Standard

Standard

Sunset
North of
Park/North Expo/Pico Additional Standards
Montana
of Wilshire

* As used in this Chapter, the term “maximum buildable elevation” means the maximum potential width or length of the elevation permitted by this
Ordinance, which includes the applicable parcel width or length minus the required minimum setback.
A. Parcel Width and Depth—Sub-area of North of Montana. For parcel bounded by the centerlines of First Court Alley, Seventh Street,
Montana Place North Alley, and Adelaide Drive, the minimum parcel width is 100 feet and the minimum parcel depth is 175 feet.
B.

Maximum Parcel Coverage—Specific Areas.
1.

North of Montana.
a. For parcels with a ground floor parcel coverage of no more than 35 percent, the maximum second floor parcel coverage,
including the second floor of all accessory structures, shall not exceed 26 percent of the parcel area. Second floor parcel coverage
may be increased up to a maximum of 30 percent of the parcel area if the ground floor square footage is reduced by an equivalent
amount. Conversely, the ground floor parcel coverage may be increased to a maximum of 40 percent if an equivalent amount is
reduced on the second floor. Parcels with only one-story structures not exceeding 18 feet in height may have a maximum parcel
coverage of 50 percent. For purposes of this subsection, the area in any single story portion of the structure that exceeds the height
of the second floor elevation shall count towards second floor parcel coverage, except where the roofline of the single story portion
does not exceed 18 feet in height.
b. The area of any patio, balcony, roof deck or terrace open on less than 2 sides shall count towards parcel coverage and shall
count for second floor parcel coverage if the floor line is above 14 feet in height.

2.

Sunset Park/North of Wilshire.
a. For parcels with a ground floor parcel coverage of no more than 35 percent, the maximum second floor parcel coverage,
including the second floor of all accessory structures, shall not exceed 26 percent of the parcel area. Second floor parcel coverage
may be increased up to a maximum of 30 percent of the parcel area if the ground floor square footage is reduced by an equivalent
amount. Conversely, the ground floor parcel coverage may be increased to a maximum of 40 percent if an equivalent amount is
reduced on the second floor. Parcels with only one-story structures not exceeding 18 feet in height may have a maximum parcel
coverage of 50 percent. For purposes of this subsection, the area in any single story portion of the structure that exceeds the height
of the second floor elevation shall count towards second floor parcel coverage, except where the roofline of the single story portion
does not exceed 18 feet in height.

3.

Expo/Pico.
a. The maximum parcel coverage shall be 40 percent, except that parcel between 3,001 and 5,000 square feet in area may have
a parcel coverage of no more than 50 percent, and parcel of 3,000 square feet or smaller may have a parcel coverage of no more
than 60 percent.

C.

Maximum Building Height—Additional Standards

North of Montana. On parcels of less than 20,000 square feet, the maximum building height shall be 32 feet, except that for a parcel with
greater than 35 percent parcel coverage, the maximum building height shall be one story, not to exceed 18 feet.
D. Side Setbacks—Structures over 18 feet in Specific Areas. In the Sunset Park and North of Wilshire areas, the aggregate side
setback requirement for structures over 18 feet do not apply to the following:

E.

1.

New structures on parcels that are 45 feet or less in parcel width;

2.

Additions to existing structures on parcels that are less than 50 feet in width; and

3.

Any development on parcels that are less than 5,000 square feet in area.

4.

If modified by the Architectural Review Board in accordance with Section 9.07.030(I)(6)(d) and (7).

Required Stepbacks above Minimum Height
1. Additional Side Stepback Above 21 Feet in Height. Buildings above 21 feet in height shall not project above a plane as defined
below:
a. General Standard. No portion of a building, except permitted projections, shall intersect a plane commencing 21 feet in height
at the minimum side setback and extending at an angle of 45 degrees from the vertical toward the interior of the site. The 21-foot
height measurement shall be taken from the same reference grade as determined for the subject site pursuant to Section 9.04.050.
b. North of Montana. No portion of the building, except permitted projections, shall intersect a plane commencing 21 feet in height
at the minimum side setback and extending at an angle of 30 degrees from the horizontal toward the interior of the parcel. The 21foot height measurement shall be taken from the same reference grade as determined for the subject site pursuant to Section
9.04.050.
2. Roof Decks. Roof decks shall be set back at least 3 feet from the minimum side setback line. The height of any railings or parapets
associated with such roof decks shall not exceed the maximum allowable building height for the structure.
3. Modifications to Required Stepbacks. Required stepbacks may be modified pursuant to Chapter 9.43, Modifications and Waivers
and, if deemed necessary by the Director, review and approval by the Architectural Review Board.

F. Standards for Upper Story Balconies and Roof Decks—North of Montana. In the North of Montana Area, the following limitations
apply:
1.

Maximum Area. The aggregate square footage of second floor balconies, terraces or roof decks shall not exceed 400 square feet.

2. Setbacks. Any individual second floor balconies, terraces, or roof decks greater than 50 square feet in area and located in the rear
two-thirds of the parcel shall be set back 12 feet from any property line.
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G. Building Projections into Required Setbacks. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 9.21.110, Projections into Required Setbacks,
the following provisions apply in the R1 District:
1.

Exterior stairs and required fire escapes shall not project into the required front or side setback areas in the North of Montana area.

2. Porte cocheres not more than 20 feet long, not more than 14 feet in height including railings or parapets, and open on three sides
may project into a required side yard but may not be closer than 3 feet to the parcel line or as required by Building Code.
3. Balconies and porches open on at least two sides with a height of no more than 14 feet, including parapets and railings, that do not
exceed 50 percent of the front building width measured at the front façade may project up to 6 feet into the required front setback. Stairs
less than 3 feet above finished grade may project an additional 4 feet into the required front setback.
H. Excavation in Required Setbacks. In addition to the provisions of Section 9.21.110, Projections into Required Setbacks, the following
limitations apply to development in the R1 District.
1. Basements and Subterranean Garages. No basement or subterranean garage shall extend into any required yard setback area,
except for any basement or garage located beneath an accessory building which is otherwise permitted within a yard area, if such
basement, semi-subterranean or subterranean garage is located at least 5 feet from any property line.
2.

Lightwells and Stairwells.
a. General Standard. Up to a total of 50 square feet of area in the side and rear setbacks may be utilized for lightwells or
stairways to below-grade areas of the main building and any accessory buildings.
b. North of Montana. Side and rear setbacks may be utilized for lightwells or stairways to below-grade areas of the main building
and any accessory building provided such excavated area is set back a minimum of 10 percent of the parcel width from the property
line.

3.

Excavation for Access to Subterranean Structures.
a. General Standard. Excavation in the front setback area for a driveway, stairway, doorway, lightwell, window, or other such
element to a subterranean or semi-subterranean garage or basement shall be no deeper than 3 feet below existing grade. The
Architectural Review Board may approve a modification to allow excavations to extend into the front setback for parcels with an
elevation rise of 5 feet from the front property line to a point 50 feet towards the interior of the site if it finds that topographic
conditions necessitate that such excavation be permitted.
b. North of Montana. In the North of Montana Area, no excavation for a driveway, stairway, doorway, lightwell, window, or other
such element to a subterranean or semi-subterranean garage or basement shall be permitted in the front setback area. This
prohibition shall not be modified by the Architectural Review Board or by the procedures of Chapter 9.43, Modifications and
Waivers.

I. Architectural Review. No building or structure in the R1 Single-Unit District shall be subject to architectural review pursuant to the
provisions of this Chapter except:
1.

Properties installing roof or building-mounted parabolic antennae (only with respect to the antennae and screening);

2.

Duplexes;

3.

Any structure above 14 feet in height that does not conform to the required yard stepbacks for structures above 14 feet in height;

4.

Any structure that does not conform to the limitations on access to subterranean garages and basements;

5.

Any development in the North of Montana area with regard to the following conditions only:
a. Any development with an aggregate square footage of second floor balconies, terraces or roof decks which exceeds 400
square feet.
b. Any structure with garage doors facing the public street within the front one-half of the parcel which are not set back from the
building façade a minimum of 5 feet and/or are more than 16 feet in width.
c. Any structure with balconies or porches open on at least 2 sides with a maximum height of 14 feet including parapets and
railings, which project into the required front yard and which exceed 50 percent of the front building width measured at the front
façade.
d. Any structure with side yard setbacks that do not conform with Section 9.07.030 but which has minimum setbacks for each
side yard equal to 10 percent of the parcel width.

6.

Any development in the North of Wilshire and Sunset Park areas with regard to the following conditions only:
a. Any structure associated with a new residential building, substantial remodel, or a 50 percent or greater square foot addition to
an existing home located on a parcel with a grade differential of 12.5 feet or more between the front and rear parcel lines. The
Architectural Review Board may approve projects pursuant to this subdivision (a) of subsection (6) if the following finding of fact is
made: the size, mass, and placement of the proposed structure is compatible with improvements in the surrounding neighborhood.
No other findings of fact are required.
b. Any addition of 500 square feet or less, which is regarded as a third story and therefore not otherwise permitted for an existing
residential structure, located on a parcel with a grade differential of 12.5 feet or more between the front and rear parcel lines, may
be approved if the following findings of fact are made:
i.

The street frontage and overall massing are compatible with the existing scale and neighborhood context;

ii. The addition does not enlarge the first floor of the existing residence such that a nonconforming condition is expanded;
and
iii.

The properties in the immediate neighborhood will not be substantially impacted.

c. Any structure with garage doors facing the public street within the front one-half of the parcel which are not set back a
minimum of 5 feet from the front setback line and/or are more than 16 feet in width.
d.

Any structure on a parcel that is 50 feet or more in width that does not comply with Section 9.07.030(D).
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e. Any structure with balconies or porches open on at least 2 sides with a maximum height of 14 feet including parapets and
railings, which project into the required front yard and which exceed 50 percent of the front building width measured at the front
façade.
7. The Architectural Review Board may approve the design modifications set forth in Section 9.07.030(I)(5) provided all the following
findings of fact are made and may approve the design modifications set forth in Section 9.07.030(I)(6)(c) through (6)(e) provided that all
of the following findings of fact, except subdivision (e) of this subsection (7), are made:
a. There are special circumstances or exceptional characteristics applicable to the property involved, including size, shape
topography, surroundings, or location of the existing improvements or mature landscaping on the site.
b. The granting of the design modification will not be detrimental nor injurious to the property or improvements in the general
vicinity and district in which the property is located.
c. The granting of the design modification will not impair the integrity and character of this R1 neighborhood, nor impact the light,
air, open space, and privacy of adjacent properties.
d. In the case of additions to buildings in the City’s Historic Resources Inventory, the design modification is compatible with the
building’s historic architectural character, does not result in the removal of historic building features, and the addition is consistent
with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation.
e.

The design modifications also comply with the criteria established in Section 9.55.140.

Any applicant for a development subject to architectural review under these provisions shall provide certification of notice to all
owners and commercial and residential tenants of property within a radius of 300 feet from the exterior boundaries of the property
involved in the application, not less than 10 days in advance of Architectural Review Board consideration of the matter, which notice
and certification thereof shall be in a form satisfactory to the Director.
8. Any existing structure that would not comply with the minimum side yard setback of 10 percent of the parcel width required by
Section 9.07.030 due to the combination of 2 contiguous parcels into a single building site. The Architectural Review Board may approve
a modification to the minimum side yard setback provided the following findings of fact are made:
a. Only one of the side yard setbacks for the existing structure would become nonconforming due to the combination of
contiguous parcels.
b.

This nonconforming side yard setback would not physically change.

c.

The aggregate setback on the combined lots shall be a minimum of 30 percent of the total combined lot width.

d.

The combined lot width shall not exceed 120 feet.

e. The granting of the design modification will not be detrimental nor injurious to the property or improvements in the general
vicinity and district in which the property is located.
9. In the event the property owner seeks to re-divide a parcel created through the combination of contiguous lots after the Architectural
Review Board has acted pursuant to subsection (8) of this Section, the Architectural Review Board may approve such a re-division
provided the following finding of fact is made:
a. No construction has taken place since the original combination of parcels. (Added by Ord. No. 2486CCS §§ 1, 2, adopted June
23, 2015; amended by Ord. No. 2520CCS § 9, adopted June 14, 2016; Ord. No. 2524CCS § 2, adopted July 28, 2016; Ord. No.
2536CCS § 2, adopted February 28, 2017)

View the mobile version.
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R1 Development Standards
Technical Working Group
Kick-Off Session – January 30, 2019
Questions:


How many ADUs have been permitted since the IZO?

What is Working?





Building envelope starting at 21’ works and if modified could help with solar access
Parcel coverage should go back to 61% because it allows a better programed house
Parcel coverage at 50% works if ADU stay exempt
IZO is working pretty well, except height capped at 28’

Difficulties/Issues:















Different interpretations from staff
Calculations for maximum buildable elevation and upper-story stepbacks
Building Code vs. Zoning Ordinance
28’ height lends itself to modern design
32’ height can work and allows for more varied roof types. Sloped roofs don’t create
impacts on neighbors. Allow for roofs to go higher if slope is of a certain percent
IZO creates a constraint for new construction when specific context is not considered. If
two adjacent homes are larger (pre-IZO) why can’t the subject parcel match it?
30% aggregate side setbacks create odd distribution on parcel, one neighbor may be
more impacted than the other. Standardize?
o Sometimes offset is due to access (garage) and basement (light wells)
Parcel coverage – reexamine what is considered parcel coverage.
o Allowance for desirable architectural features (front porches).
o Make standards clearer and less open to interpretation
o Exceptions to parcel coverage… projections?
 Elevators being added to structures over parcel coverage
Upper-story decks and balconies
o They create impacts on privacy and design
o Limits are needed… less overall? More setbacks?
Irregular shaped parcels
o Setbacks are very difficult to ascertain
o Clarify ways to measure and identify
o Find a way to make almost rectangular parcels standard
o Setbacks shouldn’t be based on angle of front property line. Makes them angled
Setbacks
o Look at combined 30%. One side is too close to neighbor. Balance between the
two sides
2nd floor
o Modulated 4-sided design is needed

Standards that Hinder Design







28’ height – results in modern design only
More revisions will result in cookie-cutter design. Old standards work
IZO parcel coverage is a limitation… allow for more of a sliding scale between the 1st
and 2nd floors (35% and 21%)
o Helps accommodate programing the living area
Can roof decks/balconies be based on lot size?
o 400 SF is not enough for larger lots
o Case by case/sliding scale to allow them to serve as relief to overall massing
 Not a good idea… respect neighbors and context
Buildable envelope at 21’ at 30% or 45%
o Allow variations based on slope
o 4 sided stepbacks

What Else Can Affect Design/Massing/Scale?





Zero net energy requirements will affect design (roof lines, etc.)
Context
o Can right to solar access be addressed in this update?
 One-story context vs. new construction blocking solar access
 See Ashland, Oregon ordinance
 Orientation of parcels
 Solar studies needed to make sure new construction doesn’t block
existing parcels next door and solar access in general
 Consider how two zones meet
Alley access only for new buildings
o Doesn’t create visual harmony
o Hardship for families/elderly (garage in rear and no parking in front)
o Garages off alley mean no street parking available
o Can a rear garage be attached?
 No parcel coverage to help with this issue?
 Keep current garage setbacks

Topics for Discussion








Building height
o 28’ is the historic development pattern
o Keep or increase
o Style of roof line is limited
o Modern/Spanish revival, etc.
ADUs
o Revisions forthcoming?
o City vs. State law
Diagram various height overlays with style
o Flat vs. pitched roofs
ADUs
o Current allowance of not counting towards parcel coverage defeats purpose of
more conservative standards
Hillside/Sloped parcels
o Need to address slope stability and sense of looking over properties below
50% demo threshold creates impacts











Upper-story stepbacks and modulations
o Marquez/Track 9300 Pacific Palisades
Create a process for a formal ruling/ pre-development of plans and predictable
cost/timeline (City of LA)
Sunset park
o Grading and dirt relocation… does that affect height of measurements?
 Make sure this doesn’t happen
o Also evaluate basements and grade
City of LA/SM parcels with dual jurisdictions
o Clarify and make consistent
Keep vehicle access at alley
Reevaluate permitted projections
o Porches, balconies, above roof line
o Some work well for aesthetics, some not well at all
o Not just size and height
o Minimum vs required setbacks.
Consider applicability of new standards
o Allow for transition between standards
o Be clear and announce early
o Implementation and set a date from the adoption

Working Session 1 – March 7, 2019
Parcel Coverage
















50% across the board
40% in Expo/Pico
Exempt some ADU from parcel coverage
Don’t specify limit per story
Concern with exclusion of ADU from parcel coverage
Covered porches counting as parcel coverage prevents them from being built
o Also don’t want to allow large covered porches
People can adjust to 50% or less
Maybe exclude most of an ADU but not all
Keep basements exempt
In LA, garages up to 400 SF are exempt
More sliding scale… allows for better 2nd floor programming
50% might be tight
If ADUs are not excluded they may not be built
Basements need accessibility to streets
Issue is the massing of homes

Setbacks





Get rid of aggregate… keep 30% side setbacks, but evenly distributed
Side driveways can be limiting
Some don’t want large open spaces on the side
Properties without alleys could do aggregate, but parcels with no alley should do
symmetrical









Larger setbacks give more privacy, more trees
Symmetrical setbacks are limiting
Maybe one story building doesn’t need greater setbacks
2nd story stepbacks are more integral
Aggregate allows flexibility and articulation
o Don’t mandate symmetrical setbacks
Side open spaces are important for sunlight access
Greater side setbacks would result in smaller backyards

Stepbacks










2nd story standards are more important than 1st story
Articulation comes from good design
Maybe side stepbacks should start at a shorter minimum distance of maximum buildable
elevation
Maybe smaller buildings don’t need articulation requirements
Current stepback requirements work and create articulation
What do you do with the stepback areas?... Roof? Deck?
Current standards allow two-story walls for length of 55’ in some cases
Maybe larger side setbacks could allow higher walls
Stepbacks should be a percentage of actual building and not buildable elevation

Height











Maybe 28’ for flat, 32’ for pitched
In WEHO, maximum is 25’… lower heights still allow for design flexibility and
sustainability
Maybe height limit should depend on parcel size
Allow flexibility for additions to match existing architectural style
People want at least 9’ ceilings
Universal 45-degree roof envelope allows more architectural flexibility
Hard to get full roofs at 28’
Where are the height points on the lot?
Concern with rooftop mechanical equipment, especially on pitched roofs
Allow ARB review for certain exceptions... “piercing the envelope”

Misc.






Design features (window size, proportions, etc…) contribute to sense of massing
How do we encourage design variety?
Maybe a threshold to trigger design review
Don’t want standards that dictate design
“Principles of residential design” guidebook

Working Session 2 – March 19, 2019
Projections




Include solar access
Decks should be allowed off any type of room
Porte cocheres should be limited to specific uses/situations














Clarify mechanical equipment standards
o Shouldn’t be allowed in minimum side setbacks
Look at exterior access structures for ADUs
o Make more permissive
If mechanical equipment makes noise, don’t allow in sides yards
Allow wider window projects (bay window)
Must provide doors to home under porte cocheres
o Encourage this feature
o Allow more realistic allowances to encourage or administrative adjustments
Separate R1 projections table
Don’t allow noise-generating equipment in side yards
Make standards clearer especially for projections that can be closer to property lines
18” is not enough for roof eaves for certain styles
Need incentives to retain existing homes
How to address existing nonconforming situations?
Allow exceptions administratively if neighbors agree (City of LA)

Height Exceptions








Increased parapets could help conceal solar panels/mechanical equipment
Requiring solar to be more setback will be less impactful to neighbors
o Create a “preferred zone”
Don’t allow mechanical equipment on roof
o Especially sloped roofs
o Allow only on flat roofs (not in wells on sloped roofs)
Don’t require increased parapet heights to screen solar
Equipment shouldn’t be prohibited from roofs
o Mechanical equipment technology is improving and getting smaller/quieter
5’ height is not enough for chimneys
Why is NoMa angle 30-degrees when everywhere else is 45-degrees

Upper-Story Outdoor Space












400 SF is too much for one space
Limit individual balcony size instead of aggregate
Additional stepback for decks don’t make sense based on what its above (interior room)
Stepbacks for ADUs are dead space and should be usable
Come up with a universal setback for outdoor spaces
400 SF not proportional to bigger parcels
o And also less for smaller parcels
12’ setback doesn’t make sense for smaller parcels if implemented on 2nd story
Don’t penalize smaller parcels/additions (relevant to all the standards in general)
Maybe SF should be a percentage of lot size with a maximum individual size of spaces
Allow more flexibility for more variety of styles/designs
Outdoor spaces should be on ground level

Basements/Lightwells




Limit size of basement to building footprint
Limit lightwell to certain size in setback
City of LA limits lightwells to 3’x5’









Needs fine line between allowing adequate light vs. having too much excavated space
Don’t count stairway towards 40% basement exposure limit
10% limit too restrictive in NoMa.
o Allow some projection similar to general standard
40% exposure is too much
Sometimes ANG is above finished grade
Don’t allow excavation if it limits ability to plant trees
City of LA – not allowed to be in street sides or maybe not even in setback

Parking









Allow flexibility for minimum parking number and dimensions
For certain lots (narrow), setting back front garage is not ideal
o Allow single-wide tandem parking for narrow lots
Front garages require some plane-break at a minimum depth, but not 5’
Allow parking in front half or lot, but behind front of house
Don’t encourage parking on the street
Remove enclosure requirement (at least for smaller lots)
Require minimum to be one parking space
Don’t want parking in front yard or along sides on driveway

Working Session 3 – April 2, 2019
Hillside Development










Allow more flexibility through ARB Staff/Board
Allow for ARB modification/review
Include NoMa in ARB review
Reduce number of variances
Increase minimum grade differential required for sloped parcels
Allow for more front yard excavation
Clarify height measurement for accessory structure in setback areas
City of LA – Topography envelope based on existing grade
Require licensed architects

Design Review









Require design review for homes that increase size of a certain amount
HRI homes should not go to ARB (Landmarks if anything)
ARB should have purview of modifications instead of PC
Allow more staff review
Create standards that result in better design
Maybe more oversight of HRI properties
o Could be too much especially for properties that may not have as much potential
Does expertise exist with ARB to review HRI properties?
Properties on the HRI should be notified

Retention of Existing Homes



Need more flexibility from design standards (Modifications)
Does it make sense to allow older homes to be bigger just because they are old?











Different fee structure/processes as incentives
Upgraded parking should only be trigger by demolition
Get rid of thresholds that incentivize demolition
o Or make it proportional to lot size
Allow larger ADUs/accessory buildings if main house is kept
Even incremental fees for smaller projects add up to just as much as new projects
Allow more retention of nonconforming features
Allow flexibility in standards to match existing architectural styles
Allow waivers from solar/storm water/fire sprinklers/water requirements/etc.
City of LA – allows one-time addition for existing nonconforming homes
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R1 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS UPDATE
OPEN HOUSE BOARD COMMENTS (Post-its and Written on Board)
PARCEL COVERAGE
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Keep at least 61% lot coverage – There are more and more multi-generational house and
having homes that can house such families is a good thing. It helps solve the housing crisis,
allows folks to age with family, and is efficient/environmentally friendly
 Lower lot coverage to 40% to address global warming – soil, trees, and vegetation help cool
the climate.
 Reduce lot coverage to 40%
 No ADUs should be exempt
 ADUs are given exemptions whether attached or not. ADUs should not be exempt from lot
coverage
 ADUs should be exempt – there’s a housing crisis and these need to be encouraged!
 I’m strongly in favor of exempting ADUs which are a great way to create new housing. If not
exemption, then count at 50%
 ADUs should be exempt except on the second floor
 Need more building capacity % wise on lot
 Need stricter standards for spec builders/developers
 Allow more coverage for 1-story houses
 Given aging society – larger coverage for single story will keep people in their homes
 Keep current exemptions for ADUs above garages
 Larger 1st floor coverage
 Below grade should be included in parcel coverage (perhaps not at equal measure but some
reduction)
 Reduce parcel coverage to 40%
 Encourage ADUs by exempting from parcel coverage calculation
 ADUs were given exemption from lot coverage whether they are affected or not (ADUs should
never be exempt)
 ADUs should not be exempt from parcel coverage because they won’t always be used to
increase housing availability!
 ADUs should continue to be exempt from parcel coverage. Keep current ADU standards.
 If parcel coverage is 60-61%, then ADU should be non-exempt. If parcel coverage is lower,
then ADU should be exempt.
Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 Consider extra % of coverage for retaining mature trees
 There should be no limit on parcel coverage. Why does this personal decision bother others?
 Keep Sunset Park to Current IZO
 I agree with comment about lot coverage %. The size of upper floor seems like a design
decision.
 When parcel coverage is 40%. There is not a problem if both floors are the same size it is only
when the houses get too big that there is a problem.
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There is confusion over “parcel coverage” versus “footprint.” I do not object to restricting
footprint coverage of a lot, but do not think that a second story (say, an ADU above a garage)
that does not expand the footprint should be calculated as part of “parcel coverage.”
Please don’t include a detached garage in total parcel coverage
Allow more lot coverage for single story
ADU should be exempt as we should be encouraging them given so many other limitations
We should be encouraging ADUs so parcel coverage should be exempt for detached
An attached ADU is part of the house
An attached ADU/garage should be exempt from parcel coverage

Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Parcel coverage affects quality of life in residential neighborhoods – keep it 50% thus
providing more open space, greenery, trees
 My home is my biggest investment. Climbing building size caps my ability to provide for my
family
 Lot coverage s/b two story 66%. IE 33% each level so 66% of the land is open space
 Allow the flexibility between 1 and 2 floor coverage like the former standards
 ADUs invade neighbors’ privacy
 Give owner choice. Extra ADU space or add to the square footage of house.
 Watch neighbor impacts – view, shade, quality of life, etc.
 Exempting ADUS from parcel coverage may help incentivize homeowners to remodel their
home rather than build new
 Don’t let “exempt from parcel tax” be allowed without limits
HEIGHT
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Flexibility of design is benefitted w/ 28’ single story
 No blocking of existing homes’ views in Sunset Park and our ocean views being blocked by
new construction
 Need a parapet and area for R-38 installation
 28 ft. height limit should not be lowered
Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 Agree. Flat roof should be modified to have more closely match edifice size of sloped roof.
 28’ is too high – blocks access to sun
 Flat roof of 23’ to avoid current issue of rejection. Allow 3’ +/- for guard fence – rooftop deck
space.
 There should not be a height limit or at minimum return to the 32 ft. NOMA lots larger and
need the height
 Keep Sunset Park to current IZO
 These building height options don’t address hillside lots and the trend to excavate the hillside
to “gain” more height
 NOMA lots are larger to be in scale they should get slightly more height
 When building heights are established, is any consideration given to interfering with
neighbors’ views?
 Neighbor to south – blocking solar at my house
 Why are trellises to support solar permitted to extend well beyond 28 feet?
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Consider extra height to encourage retention of mature trees

Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Height shouldn’t impact neighbor
 Excessive height limits destroy value for no good reason
 Building envelope standards as currently drafted are appropriate and neighborly
 If flat roof structures have lower height limit (23’) then I think the second story setbacks
should maybe not apply or the 45-degree plane should not apply
 Probably same height – no penalty for a more modern look
SETBACKS & STEPBACKS
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Lightwell from basement must be within the setback – not going the setback – and must have
stairs not ladders
 Should be asymmetrical so that solar access and unpleasant versus good views can be
considered
 Mature trees should be required, and this fact should affect setback limits and coverage
 Basement access in lightwell must be 5 ft. to support stairs versus ladders
 Require front and side stepbacks so new houses don’t look monolithic
 Stepbacks are expensive and sometimes useless (off bathrooms, etc.)
 More setbacks for 2nd story
 Stop second stories that cover an entire lot line depth – there needs to be a limit on the
amount of second floor coverage facing neighbors
Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 Lightwell for basements should begin at the setback – not at property line
 Should be aggregate to give owner flexibility assuming total # is same of symmetry or
aggregate
 Keep Sunset Park to current IZO
 Side yard setback require the largest setback on the side of most height. If height is same on
both sides, distribute 15’ evenly.
 Agree with aggregate as long as there is a minimum on one side
 Consider exceptions for retaining mature tress to provide incentives
 The setback for 2nd level is deceiving with 400 SF limit for patio
 Keep Sunset Park to current IZO
Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Mandated articulation of the second story goes against the movement towards more energy
efficient homes (passive house as one such example) and against the evolution of building
design direction
 Would like Planning Commission to consider implementation of hillside development
ordinances and hillside setbacks that typically involve views
 Setbacks (rear are important). Front Setbacks on Berkeley St are consistent and conforming.
Our backyard setbacks are more important since this is the front with the views. Consider
consistent rear setbacks and rear elevations.
 I think side yards should be symmetrical – same fairness to each neighbor
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Front yards aren’t useful (generally) – People enjoy more space in backyard have less front
yard setback
 No 2nd story mandated setbacks. Don’t require wedding cakes. Let architects and owners
design
 Were rear setbacks in place when homes were built in 1950s? All the homes in our streets
were aligned. Now homes being developed are far too big and so extend dramatically to alley.
UPPER-STORY OUTDOOR SPACE
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Rooftop should be included in outdoor space #
 Each balcony or rooftop should be limited to 200 sf (to limit impact on neighbors)
 Exempt rooftop gardens in frequently used
 400 SF aggregate, but no individual space/deck/balcony to be great than 250 SF
 Tree coverage on private property must be considered. We have a decrease of over 30% of
tree coverage in R1
 Amount depends on slope; same properties have no effect on privacy
 Allow up to 600; as long as it is overlooking for or backyard, not neighbors
 No single deck should be greater than 200 square feet
 Discourage rooftop decks. Balconies are okay
 There should be no limit on outdoor space
 Rooftop shouldn’t count, projected different from deck/balcony; classifications should be
separate (balconies vs rooftops) as a definition and calculation
 Over a certain size, maybe a variance/modification
 Should be based on certain parcel size
 Shouldn’t be so strict
Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 Outdoor space should be a percentage of the lot!!! Same deck size on a 6,000 lot as 20,000
 At least within Sunset Park, upper level or rooftop space. Should be open as long as safety
guidelines are met. The community at Sunset Park is different than North of Montana and
rooftop space would allow for more community, friends, etc. Balconies and rooftop can also
have separate requirements if people are concerned about balconies.
 The “monster mansions” on my right and left have destroyed my privacy. Their owners can
look right into my yard.
 400 sf max in IZO is too restrictive
 No limit please or a % of lot. No less than 400 sf.
 Maximize setback from property line (15’-18’ on back 2/3) but don’t limit deck size
 Include all upper level open space in lot coverage
 Less limitations for larger lots and for single story
 More open space on the back of the lot based on lot size
Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Should be a % related to lot size or allowed floor area
 Recommend size increases with lot size up to 10% of lot
 2nd story not impact views, sun, etc. Build with neighbor input.
 Balconies are friendly and wonderful. No limitations.
 Balconies and decks are what make living in Santa Monica great
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400 ft. limit is unreasonable
Consider pegging/tying outdoor space to lot size or configuration (sloping, etc.)
Outdoor 2nd floor is great. Make sure it doesn’t impact other homes’ views.
400 min sliding % of parcel max
PARKING
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 If people have garages, they should be incentivized or persuaded to park cars in them, not on
street
 Carport with open sides and roof is acceptable
 Consider carports as a “garage” option
 Parking should be in rear to protect ambiance; does not have to be at rear of yard; garages
should be required
 Depends on configuration of lot – i.e. whether in alley
 Allow curb cuts for driveway for houses with driveways, but no curb cuts when using garage
as ADU
 Allow parking to be outside front yard if no alley and no corner lot. Only 1 space required.
 I would like a carport projecting car covering roof over parking in driveway at side of house so
people can park in drive out of rain, etc.
 Don’t require expansion of existing non-conforming garage as parts of remodels that don’t
involve the garage. Please!
 To keep fires that start in a car from spreading to homes, parking at back is preferable.
 Change the regulations so a detached garage can be attached to the house.
 One option: only 1 space garage required (so bicycles aren’t stolen) OR 1 space uncovered to
double as patio space
 No one on our street uses their garage for parking
 Given the climate, no enclosed garages should be required
 Carports okay in rear half of lot
 Enclosed garages for new development but not remodels/additions greater than 50% more
 Garage or carports
 Very few people use enclosed garages for parking their cars. So the standards should be
updated to reflect this reality and not require enclosed garages.
Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 People should be allowed to choose how to design homes and requiring parking in the back
half limits the design. As times change so should the laws. More versatile regulations would
allow a wider variety of options for homeowners.
 A separate policy is needed for homes that don’t have alleys
 Do not add garage sq. footage to house; allow for driveways even if garage/alley; park
anywhere on your own property
 Keep Sunset Park to current IZO
 Parking area should be required but not necessarily closed but maybe covered
 Are there any rules about how many cars one person can park on the street in an R1
neighborhood?
 Do not add garage sq. footage to house
 Detached garage should not count against houses SF if parking required
 Covered parking is great, does not need a full garage
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Don’t include detached garages in total lot coverage
Please do not adopt a parking permit system for R1 zones. Parking in certain areas of Santa
Monica is a nightmare already and permits would add insult (fees) to injury (too many cars in
front of houses).
Parking should be allowed anywhere on the driveway or garage. No restrictions.
More than 2 parking space should be required if there are more than 4 bedrooms – What
houses are being developed with 7 or 8 bedrooms
The driveway by my house, built in 1927, is too narrow for even my compact car. I cannot
drive to the garage because of this. Surely other older homes have the same or a similar
problem. Suggestions?

Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Divert parking on street – so many cars on street now hard to find daytime parking in front of
my house
 Absolutely no need for enclosed garages in Santa Monica
 People should be able to not have a garage
 For aesthetics keep parking in garage
 People should be able put their garage wherever they want in proportion to house
 Confusing questions! Doesn’t distinguish between alley-accessible properties and properties
without alley.
 People s/d be able to put their garages wherever they want
RETENTION OF EXISTING HOMES
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Help maintain the single-story charm of our R1 neighborhood
 Reduce fees to re-incentivize the retention of existing homes
 Parking updated should be driven by garage width and length historic standards, but 50%
additions should have conforming parking
 Encourage drivers to park the car in the garage
 Waive all fees for remodels of existing homes
 Keep current exemptions for ADUs above garages
 Allow ADUs above existing garages
 The new homes need to not block views of existing homes Sunset Park
 Anticipate new tree ordinance for private property; allow greater lot coverage to protect
trees and incentivize remodel
 Do not require existing garages to be brought into conformance for greater than 50% remodel
 Reduce fees to encourage remodeling
 Not allow continuation of non-conforming height
 Remodeling of homes should not have to follow new construction guidelines if it requires
undoing current structures or design
 Allow house and garage full remodel to code without requiring loss of curb cut
 Reduce fees on remodeling projects so current homeowners are not stuck with tons of
thousands of dollars in addition to construction costs
 Each lot Sunset Park have beautiful view/ocean etc. How do we with existing views keep our
views with these new tall buildings.
 Allow owners of nonconforming homes to remodel without spending a fortune
 Retain 60% FAR for Sunset Park and NE SM – where small lots and existing homes restrains
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Encourage HRI homes to landmark so they can take advantage of incentives that allow them
to be retained
Allow modifications to make keeping existing structures in place
Incentive reduce permit fees
Reduce permit fees and incent retention
Provide clearance for older homes to have access to light and shade
Not allow additions without requiring parking
Provide clearance for older homes to have access to light
No retention of existing homes, only if owner wanted it
Reduce fees and streamline the process

Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 We need to deal with light pollution
 I want to agree about too many outdoor lights shining in neighbor’s bedrooms despite blockout drapes
 Reduce fees
 Keep Sunset Park to current IZO
 Allow all of the above to incentivize retention and remodel. Discount fees.
 Discount permit fees for keeping existing home
 Keep the neighborhood character intact with old to new and color scale
Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Consider reducing permit fees for retention of existing homes
 Allowing additional parcel coverage to single-story dwellings may make it easier for elderly
people to update their home (to add space for a caretaker for example) and age in place
 No incentive for single story to use more land
 No incentive for 1 story. Less green space s/b 2 story.
 Create opp. for additional mod. to dev stds
 Only had 3 dots but believe you should allow additional coverage for single story dwellings
 Added parking should be optional for new additions and remodels
 Not sure why you want to incentivize keeping old buildings…many are not that nice. Some
are.
OTHER
Open House #1 (May 18, 2019)
 Need lots of leniency in remodeling existing homes. Looser standards
 Need to incorporate solar shadow rules into R1 standards. Get it out of “sustainability office”
and let’s put into zoning
 Outside access from the basement must be from a staircase, instead of a ladder
 Clarify what middle of alley to parcel calculation is used for
 Include lower level in parcel size coverage
 Use much stricter standards for spec. building.
 Allow some change to development standards within neighborhoods with older home to
encourage retention
 Don’t count basements in parcel coverage
 Reduce garage requirement to 1 car and/or allow 2nd to be uncovered
 Different neighborhoods should be able to set their own standards
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ADUs should have once car off street parking requirement
Ease standards for 10 years+ residents and homeowners
Need to incorporate solar shadow rules in R1 standards – get it out of the office of
sustainability into zoning
Need to realize young families need more space – at least one home office. Keep ADU
exemption so rent can offset mortgage.
Basement size should be an important consideration. They now are too big.
Agree about not blocking solar panels
Solar access rights: prevent new project from blocking solar panels of neighbor to the north
Good opportunity to get solar rights into R1 zoning
Basement lightwells must be within the side setbacks
Basement must have stair access
Keep ADUs exempt allow curb cuts when need to provide off street parking access
Need to retain 60% FAR on lots 5500 SF or less so can build family size home
Construction time and permit limits. Building times are too long and disrupt neighbors,
parking, noise, dirt
Add solar access guarantees
Too much housing. We are at our limit! For renters and condos.
How can we deal with speculative developers? One has brought up 12 smaller homes in our
neighborhood! It’s a business for them.
Solar access rights
Ease standards and permit costs for remodels
Stricter standards for spec builders and developers
Help homeowners learn how to handle tree roots – so they don’t tear out trees to build a
bigger home
We need a solar access or solar shade ordinance to protect the investment of current
homeowners
Provide clear standards with simpler, short level standard adjustment process for unique lots
and retaining existing homes
Would like the city to implement solar shade ordinance like West Hollywood
Give single story homes most latitude in meeting new codes

Open House #2 (May 21, 2019 – Day)
 Don’t block solar panels
 Protect neighbor’s ability to have usable solar panels
 Neighbor’s views should be considered when establishing height standards
 When new dwelling (2 story) is placed next to 1 story house, side face landscaping should be
required. Protecting privacy of existing 1 story is of importance.
 Save our urban forest
 Solar access rights must be part of R1
 No architect, GC, or developer were consulted that I know and I am very active in SM
 View protection is needed in hillside lots
 There needs to be restrictions on excavation on hillside lots!!! 3 story monster houses are
being built by complete excavation of the hillside. Example: Sunset Ave
 Tree preservation on lots – permit for removal
 Enforce hedge height limits
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Have Code Enforcement enforce hedge height so neighbors don’t have bad “karma”
Need more trash pick-up on Montana Ave
Water the city trees, please
We need less light pollution
Outdoor lighting impacts the neighboring parcels. Are there rules regarding outdoor lights?
Make Nov 19 deadline date to submit under existing ordinance for building permit to avoid
redesign
Provide exceptions to encourage retention of mature trees
Incentives for solar panels and grey water
Replace old trees removed for construction/demolition with mature trees
Incentivize grey water systems
Limit lights shining into neighbors
More signal lights for pedestrian crossings
Parking upgrade for small homes with single car garages and not-to-code parking aprons
should have exceptions on a case by case basis
Prohibit intrusive lighting
Reduce fees for ADUs! Do not add school fees
When trees are removed for construction – they need to be replaced
Install more stop signs on cross streets
For every tree torn down for development, replace with new trees – also, require water for
city property
Rules for grey water use
Revisit policy allowing garages in front setback (where there is no alley)
Anticipate private tree ordinance by compensating homeowners who preserve trees
Thank you for listening to our views
Existing homes: please allow greater expansion of existing homes without total upgrade to
code

Open House #3 (May 21, 2019 – Night)
 Create tree requirements for R1 parcels – including replace of trees removed during
demolition
 Prohibit rooftop HVAC in R1 districts unless property integrated it to rooftop design
 Is rooftop HVAC efficient or sustainable? Sun drenched AC units?
 Integrated landscape review into plan check, including tree placement
 Consider modifying average national grade calculation so that houses do not appear taller
than maximum height
 No restrict on balcony in front
 Allow 2nd story?
 Allow flexible codes which allow good designers develop solutions for more density
 Recommend consideration hillside specific = neighboring context in relation to placement on
property
 Please go back to previous zoning
 If you cannot see a side yard light well why do care no basements limits please
 Btw – saw a lot of business people here real estate, developers, etc.
 Overdevelopment needs to also consider building placement on lot not just coverage and
setbacks. Hill streets need this i.e. Berkeley/Franklin/Sunset Park/17th St etc. PLEASE REVIEW
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Overdevelopment is not always about parcel coverage. Sometimes distribution on the lot is as
important. On Berkeley St and Franklin St, traditionally homes adhered to a front yard setback
and were lined up at the back. Perfect for view homes. Now, it is not working. Consistent rear
setbacks and rear elevations are needed.
Should we have these new adaptions set for a certain time or be flexible? (i.e. 10 years ) So
many changes through years.
Different standards for Hillside properties. 1. Deck should be much much larger. 2. Upper
story 7’ setback unreasonable for a street level top floor.
Smaller house smaller tax base for schools etc.
Get rid of IZO
Allow driveway from the street on lots over 100’ frontage and not only off alleys
Need a better way to account for parcel coverage. Enclosed balconies, garages, etc. shouldn’t
count. Floor area is what should be counted. Not stairwells.
NOMA is not the voice of the community! It is a small, select group with its own agenda. You
need to represent a majority of the R1 homeowners and not just the few.
Allow spas on rooftops
Consider adding requirements for only allowing native plants to new buildings and major
remodels
ADUs invade privacy and destroy SFR neighborhoods
Reduce fees for seniors who wish to fix up their homes
Lots on hillsides need limits on excavations. There are 3 story homes going up in Sunset Park!
Get rid of the IZO and go back to previous zoning ordinance 37% lot coverage at first floor
24% lot coverage at second floor.
What is loss of property tax for each reduced size of the house?
Need solar protections (i.e. Existing solar and new building/trees shading efficiency – i.e. %,
time of day etc.)
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